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First Lady Barbara Bush Visits Salem
Mrs. Bush to Speak
April 21
The Medical Foundation of Marion and
Polk Counties is starting to have a reputation
for bringing the big names to Salem. With
a plan to raise funds to maintain one of its
most important programs, MedAssist, it will
continue in that tradition. Two years ago Dr.
Jane Goodall, Dame of the British Empire
and renowned chimpanzee researcher came
to bring her message of hope and discuss
her work in Africa. Last year, Jean-Michel
Cousteau, son of famous ocean explorer
Jacques Cousteau inspired Salem with his
love of the ocean and his quest to keep our
water world and its creatures safe. On April
21, 2007, the Foundation will bring yet
another great personality to the city. Former
First Lady, Barbara Bush will speak on how
volunteerism and philanthropy strengthen
communities.
As a tireless volunteer herself and
chairperson of her own foundation for Family
Literacy, her presentation: Foundations for
Successful Communities will be designed to
highlight the need for our citizen’s support

of MedAssist and other worthy causes.
While the politics of the world have put the
Bush family in the spotlight, the program is
about anything but politics. The Medical
Foundation, which is chaired by Ron
Kelemen, CFP of the financial planning firm
the H Group said, “Our April event is not
about politics –it’s about building stronger
communities, presented by someone who
has walked the talk and is passionate about
the topic. As she speaks throughout the
world on this issue, we can assure every
attendee, that regardless of one’s political
leanings, this will be a very enjoyable and
inspiring evening. And they will be helping
a good cause at the same time.”
The MedAssist program is the major “good
cause” funded by the Foundation. The
MedAssist Program provides life-saving
prescription medications to qualifying
residents of Marion and Polk Counties.
The program is modeled after several other
highly successful programs in other parts of
the country and provides an average of 7,500
prescriptions per month to qualified clients.
“Some of our residents must choose
between taking their lifesaving prescription
medications, going hungry or paying for

Mayor’s State of
the City Address
Thank you for the introduction. It
is wonderful to see all of you, and to
have the opportunity to celebrate our
accomplishments and share some
thoughts on our future.     
My sincere thanks to the three
organizations who have sponsored the
State of the City for many years. City Club
President, Carla Mikkelson, Chamber
CEO, Mike McLaran, and it’s President,
Ross Carey, and Rotary President, Lois
Mulrooney, plus the many staff members
who worked to make this event a success.

I would also like to acknowledge the
constant support I receive from my husband,
Duane Taylor, who has never complained
about my continuing to serve our community
– at least not where I can hear him!!!! I am
proud to say that last month he received the
Marion-Polk Medical Society President’s
Award for Lifetime Achievement, a well deserved honor.
This conference center where we are today,
opened two years ago this month, and I
remember the strong emotions we all felt
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housing and utilities,” said Kelemen. “The
MedAssist program helps our neighbors
in this difficult situation by providing
free access to live saving medications.
MedAssist helps doctors obtain prescription
medication for those patients who fall

through the financial cracks, thus making
their treatments more effective.”
Through sponsorships and ticket sales to
the event, the Foundation hopes to raise
enough money to fund the MedAssist
program for the coming fiscal year.
The dinner will be emceed by Salem
philanthropist and personality, Gerry
Frank, who is popular in the region for his
restaurant, The Konditorei and for his book
Where to Find it, Buy it, Eat it in New York.
“Barbara Bush is the epitome of what you see
is what you get,” said Frank, who personally
knows the former First Lady.
“During
President George H.W. Bush’s inaugural
address, the President said that Barbara
would be a great First Lady. Indeed, she was.
Hearing her speak up close and personal at
the Medical Foundation event will be a special
treat that you won’t want to miss.”
The event opens at 6:00 p.m., dinner at
7:30 p.m. and the presentation will begin
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are open to the public
for $125. Tickets must be purchased in
advance, and are available for purchase
on the Foundation website at http://www.
mpmedsociety.org or call the Marion-Polk
Medical Society at 503-362-9669.

City of Salem &
REMAX Host First
Wednesday
For the second year in
a row, REMAX Equity
Group
is
sponsoring
Salem’s Downtown First
Wednesdays.
The City of Salem and
REMAX Equity Group
teamed up City Hall with
local businesses to raise
funds needed to promote

p. o. box 93, salem, or 97308

and establish First Wednesday
activities.
Along with REMAX, The
Statesman Journal and local
radio stations KSND and
KBZY provide thousands of
dollars in advertising as a
vital contribution.
Continued on page 

phone: 503.365.9544

A bank that fits who you are.
If you’re ready for a quality banking approach that has been around for more than 80 years,
come and see us. We’ll be glad to show you how much better banking can be.

www.pioneertrustbank.com

N

503-363-3136

TWO SALEM LOCATIONS
SOUTH: 340 Vista Avenue SE
503-363-2460
NORTH: 1860 Hawthorne Avenue NE
503-587-1600
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Nobody in the world sells
more real estate than RE/MAX
Whether you’re looking for a home across the
street or around the world, RE/MAX is there
for you.
RE/MAX agents average more experience and
more sales than other agents. Over the years,

they’ve helped millions of families with their real
estate needs.

Lois Jayne

Andre Makarenko

So why not make RE/MAX your first choice when
it’s time to buy or sell a home?
You’ll be glad you did.
Linda Molson

Welcome
Sal Diaz and
Brady Woodward, our
newest Brokers

Judy Quillin

Sal Diaz
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Craig Snitker

Each ofﬁce independently owned and operated

www.remax.com • www.equitygroup.com
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Oregon Cultural Trust Announces
Deadline for Grant Requests

Left to right: Tim Duffy, proprietor of Grand Vines; Tania Turnell, RE/MAX Equity
Group Broker; John Lee, Principal Broker RE/MAX Equity Group; and Kevin
Kohler, newly appointed First Wednesday Coordinator.
First Wednesday...Continued from page 

Kevin Kohler, a Polk County area artist will serve as coordinator this year. Kevin is
eager to get things done and assure everyone has a good time while enjoying all of the
heart of Salem.
“Remax Equity Group is pleased to be a part in the excitement 1st Wednesday brings
to the community.”

Taking Off June 7

Salem Airport

The Oregon Cultural Trust announced a
Tuesday, May 15, 2007 postmark deadline
for FY2008 cultural development grant
applications from Oregon’s arts, heritage
and humanities nonprofits. These grants
support projects of cultural significance
taking place between August 1, 2007 - July
31, 2008. Cultural development grants are
meant to bring cultural opportunities to more
Oregonians and to preserve and enhance
important cultural assets. Only Oregon
501(c)3 organizations, with culture at the
heart of their missions, are eligible to apply.
In calendar year 2006, Oregonians
contributed a record-breaking $2.8
million to the state’s innovative privatepublic cultural funding program, adding
significantly to the Trust’s primary goal:
building a permanent endowment to protect
Oregon’s arts, heritage and humanities. By
law, up to 42% of the money raised each
fiscal year (July 1 - June 30) may be returned
to the cultural community. “Although many
donors give to the Trust ate the end of the
year, contributions may be made any time,”
explains Trust Executive Director Christine
D’Arcy. “Gifts received by June 30, 2007
will add to the pool of funds to be awarded
this summer.”
The Trust awarded over $1.1 million in
grants this year. In the last round of funding,
150 cultural groups requested more than $2
million from the Trust’s competitive grant
program. Fifty-four grants totaling $384,226
were awarded. In addition to the statewide
competitive grants, the Trust supports the
local grantmaking of Oregon’s 45 cultural
coalitions. These coalitions, each with its
own cultural plan, received one-third of the
Trust’s available grant dollars, $376,974
for FY2007, with which they deepen Trust
funding at the grassroots level.
Applications may be downloaded from
the Trust website at www.culturaltrust.
org/programs/grant_opportunities.php or
requested from 503-986-0088 or cultural.
trust@state.or.us.
The
Trust’s
cultural
development
grants provide recognition and support
to significant artistic, preservation and
capacity-building projects. The four areas
of concern to the Trust:
*Access: Broadening cultural availability
to Oregonians
*Preservation: Investing in Oregon’s
cultural heritage by recovering and
preserving historic assets and achievements
*Creativity: Making and/or presenting
artistic or scholarly work, and the
development of artists, cultural experts and
scholars
*Capacity:
Strengthening
cultural
organizations to build stability and generate
public confidence
Contributions to the Cultural Trust have
increased annually since the Trust was
established in December 2002. Additional
donations allow the Trust to broaden and
deepen its investment in Oregon’s arts,
heritage, history and humanities. Trustsupported projects that will take place in
spring 2007 illustrate the range of Cultural

Trust investments:
* Tracy’s Tiger, a world premiere musical
adaptation of the William Saroyan story,
created in honor of Libby Appel’s final
season, opens March 28 at the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival in Ashland.
*   The Robbins Homestead Barn, part
of the re-creation of an 1869 pioneer
homestead, opens at the High Desert
Museum in Bend this spring.
*  A Spanish-language production of
Emilio Carballido’s Rosalba y los Llaveros,
considered the first Mexican comedy, plays
at Portland’s Miracle Theatre April 6 - 28.
*  An exhibit of Oregon native Ken Butler’s
found object musical instruments will open
at the Art Gym at Marylhurst University,
April 10 - May 16, and travels to the
Hallie Ford Museum of Art at Willamette
University, June 8 - August 11.
*  The first juried artists’ studio tour in the
Columbia Gorge takes place in The Dalles,
April 14 -15.
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on accomplishing this 40 year old dream.
Thank you to Steve Johnson and Salem LLC
for their great management. This July we
will be adding some art pieces to the facility
through the Mayor’s Invitational Art Show.
I am looking for sponsors and would be
happy to talk with you after lunch if you are
interested.  
In my message today, you will hear that
City Government in Salem has become
more proactive, willing to take reasonable
risks to capture opportunities, persevere
even as challenges arise, and make some
real progress in positioning our community
for a successful future.  
Salem City Council had a goal setting
session last month that resulted in goals
that put emphasis on public safety,
infrastructure, economic development,
and neighborhoods, with the inclusion of
environmental issues and promotion of our
community. Your Councilors serve many
hours each week in a volunteer capacity,
representing a broad spectrum of views and
a wide range of skills.
I would like to introduce the Councilors.  
Frank Walker, Ward l –Frank has an
extensive understanding of land use, and
has made it a point to attend most of the
neighborhood association meetings in his
ward, always addressing residents concerns
and helping to find a reasonable solution.  
Laura Tesler, Ward 2, our newest
Councilor. Laura works for the Oregon
Fish and Wildlife Dept. and has brought
solid ideas and solutions to our Council
deliberations. She serves on several council
committees and we look forward to working
with her over the next four years.              
Brad Nanke, Ward 3 -   Brad is our Council
President this year, after having served a

year as Budget Committee Chairman. His
knowledge of environmental issues, and
business has been invaluable, and he chairs
the task force on increasing participation in
neighborhood associations.
T. J. Sullivan, Ward 4, - TJ has his hands
full with two little ones, his own business,
and one of the fastest growing areas of town.
He has used his urban planning education
many times in helping us to find good
solutions regarding growth issues.
Rick Stucky, Ward 5 -   Rick is an advocate
for social services, affordable and workforce
housing, and brings a passion for the
neighborhoods he represents, often serving
in many other volunteer capacities to reach
good solutions for residents.
Bruce Rogers, Ward 6 -   Bruce takes the
time to become educated on issues when they
arise, works closely with his neighborhood
associations, and gives thoughtful input
into our deliberations. He serves on the
watershed council that protects our pristine
water, and chairs the sidewalk task force.
Brent Dehart, Ward 7- Brent owns his
own businesses and has brought strong
support for good jobs and oversight on
regulations that affect business. He has
been an advocate for commercial air service
and serves on the Sedcor Board in support
of economic development.   
Dan Clem, Ward 8- Dan represents West
Salem, our fastest growing area of the city.
He works for the State of Oregon and brings
in-depth knowledge of state purchasing
contracts and legislative action. He works
diligently for a third vehicle bridge across
the Willamette River, including building
regional support and federal dollars for the
current environmental study required by
the Federal government.        
Thank you Councilors for your dedication
to your community. Our progress is a result
of your hard work, and I am honored to

serve with you.
The Mayor and Council set the policies and
goals for our future, but it is the City Manager
and his staff and employees who implement
the policies. Making eight Councilors, the
Mayor, and the public happy is a challenge
to say the least. They do an outstanding job,
and I would like to introduce each of them.
City Manager, Bob Wells
Assistant City Manager, Linda Norris
City Attorney, Randall Tosh
Police Chief, Gerry Moore
Fire Chief, Mike Knode
Urban Development Director, Rick Scott
Human Resources Director, Connie
Munnell
Public Works Director, Tim Gerling
Community Development Director, Vickie
Hardin Woods
Information Technology Director, Ida
Salazar
Community Services Director, Barbara
Roberts           
Library Director, Gail Warner
Administrative Services Director, Tony
Mounts
Municipal Court Judge, Jane Aiken
Would any additional city staff stand
please so you can be recognized.
Thanks to all of you for your
professionalism, and for working so well
with City Council and the public.
We also owe our appreciation to the
administrative employees and those
employees who work out in the field, who
put gravel on icy streets, clean up downed
trees after a storm, manage the events in
our parks, address concerns from the public,
issue permits, conduct inspections, and
keep our city running so smoothly. They
are often the only city employees the public
sees, and we constantly receive comments
on their great customer service.
Of special note, is that our City employees
have generously chosen to give up vacation
and holiday pay to fellow employees who
are on military duty at much lower pay.
This is the fifth State of The City address
that I have had the honor to prepare, and I
find that I am increasingly optimistic about
our community.
The last few days have presented evidence
of our progress – and we are literally “flying
high”. Delta Airlines announced that they
will begin commercial air service from
Salem to Salt Lake City on June 7th. Many
individuals and organizations worked very
hard over the last two years to make this a
reality including the Chamber of Commerce,
City staff, and especially the support of City
Council.       
Our special thanks to Senators Ron Wyden
and Gordon Smith who worked closely
with TSA Western Regional Director, Mike
Irwin, to obtain security screeners, and
to Congresswoman, Darlene Hooley, for
her assistance in obtaining a large federal
grant.      
I intend to be on the first flight out of
Salem, and on arrival in Salt Lake City we
look forward to a joint celebration with
the Mayor and Chamber of Commerce to
encourage their visit to Salem. As Councilor
Nanke said, they can be our U. S. Sister
City. Remember, this service will prosper
only if you use it – it is in your hands now.
Our region must support this service to
encourage it to grow and expand to serve
other destinations.   
When I look at the statistics, it is apparent
that we must continue to diversify our job
base. Our local economy contains about
80,000 jobs, of which about 25,000 work

for government - Federal, State, County,
City, Transit, and School District. Many
commute from cities as far away as Eugene
and Portland. Would the employees
reconsider the cost in fuel and family time as
a result of commuting? Would it help Salem
businesses to capture more of that disposable
income related to the employment base? I
believe we must spread the word that Salem
is a city with arts, culture, good schools, and
fantastic sports and music programs. The
mutual benefit of reducing long distance
commuting should be on the front burner
for both the city and state.
This issue becomes more prominent with
the announcement today that the study on
the State Mental Hospital indicates that
the current location on Center Street is the
#1 choice for the new 620 bed hospital.
We are pleased to keep the family wage
jobs associated with this rating, but with a
caveat.
The larger impact for Salem is in the release
policy and the group homes. Consistently
for many, many years, more patients are
placed into group homes or released into
our community than are admitted from our
community. Escapes from the forensic unit
have become more prevalent. The resulting
social service demands and criminal activity
are no longer a burden we can bear. It is
time for a change. Now is when we talk
to our legislators to make this upcoming
decision on a new facility a positive for
Salem. Keep the jobs, alter the release and
group home policy.
Other job creation efforts are led by Ray
Burstedt, the President of Sedcor. After
nearly one year in his position, he has
proven his abilities are just what we need. In
November I attended the CoreNet Global
Summit with Ray and he has just returned
from a recruitment trip to California
where he developed strong prospects for
companies interested in relocation. Locally,
he is helping the City and area colleges
form a cohesive effort to develop mutually
beneficial educational and economic
opportunities.
Another success in 2006 is the expansion
of Garmin AT. This manufacturer of
airplane navigation equipment will be
adding up to 110 engineers over the next 3
years. Our competition with their Kansas
location for this expansion was successful
due to some innovative solutions by our City
Public Works department and the Oregon
Economic Development Department.
On the Mill Creek Industrial Park site, we
continue to partner with the State to turn 650
acres into productive use. The complicated
process is in final negotiations with Wal Mart
for a distribution center at Site 1-B at a cost
in excess of $100 million to be completed
by 2010, and employing over 600 hundred
workers. Additional letters of intent from
2 other parties, could bring another $25
million in development at site 1-C.  
For site 1-A, a Master Developer will be
selected by late March for 160 acres. Our
City commitment is to obtain family wage
jobs and higher value development to make
this signature location a true success.
A state of the art storm water treatment
system at the industrial park will use a
natural process to clean the water, a first
of its’ kind in the State. The 110 acres of
wetlands and bioswales will become a new
City of Salem park with trails, benefiting
the employees and general public with new
recreational opportunities.
Continued on page 
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Cecily Parks
Mentors
Real Estate
Professionals
Knowledge leading to success is a fundamental dynamic for Cecily Parks
and her mentoring program in association with On Line Ed.
“I’m seeing more and more first career choice brokers and not so many
mid-life career changes,” Parks says, “With eight brokers working while
training, three going to school while training, and six in school, Cecily is
driven by her commitment to the program. We do not agree with mass hiring
and numbers selling. We are a people company invested in education.”
On Line Ed is designed to flexibly fit into today’s busy and often hectic
schedules. Created specifically for the real estate industry, On Line Ed offers
a quality course that far surpasses outdated seminars and classrooms.
On Line Ed is proud to say: “Educating the best in the business.”
When surveyed, real estate professionals consistently rate the On Line Ed
experience well above other methods when it comes to content, ease of use,
customer service, value, and overall learning experience.

Cecily Parks of John L. Scott Real Estate in Salem

CONTRACT
SERVICING

CONTRACT SERVICING has over 40 years of experience
and can save time and effort in administering sellerfinanced notes.
We service the following:
• Seller Carry-Back Notes
• Promissory Notes
• Mortgages
• Land Contracts
• Installment Notes
• And more…
Benefits
• Neutral third party servicing and record keeping for those
buying or selling “on contract”
• An experienced staff of professionals
• Easy access to account on-line at
www.contractservicing.com
• Automated funds transfers
• Competitive fee structure

Get set up forms and learn more at
www.contractservicing.com!
Or call 800-523-9784

remember the oldies
Music from the 50s, 60s and 70s
On Salem’s First Choice
KBZY 14 Ninety

If it’s happening in the SALEM AREA,
you’ll hear it on KBZY
Be sure to check out www.KBZY.com
Doc Nelson Roy Dittman Terry Sol
Rick Allen Bill Isabell
Rich Baily Terry Long Wendy Paulson
Mike Mason Ron Norwood
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Community
Members
Honored by Boys
& Girls Club
The Boys & Girls Club of Salem, Marion
and Polk Counties held their Annual
Meeting on Wednesday, February 28, 2007.
At the meeting the Club honored groups
and individuals in our community for their
commitment to youth development.
Staff Appreciation Awards were given
to Coldwell Banker Mountain West Real
Estate – Commercial & Residential Division
for their outstanding community efforts
and service to the Club. A Staff Appreciation
Award was also given to Gene Derfler for his
service in helping the Club raise funds for
the West Salem Expansion Campaign.
The Board Member of the Year honor went
to Ric McNall, McNall Construction.
Many volunteers were honored for their
continuing dedication to the Boys & Girls
Club. The Westminster Church Clippers
accepted the Tim Reilly Volunteer of
the Year Award for their dedication and
volunteers who give their time each month,
while Anna Arellano was honored with the
Youth Volunteer of the Year Award.
Boys & Girls Clubs of America also gave
a Service to Youth Award. All of these
recipients have given their time to youth for
five years or more.
Board level volunteers honored were Mike
Hart, Jim Griggs, Jeff Tross, Jay Schofield,
Tom Windedahl, Dean DeSantis, Mike
Long, Tad Truax.
Staff honored were Joanne Heilinger,
Continued on page 21

“The State of the City”
The Mayor’s View Janet Taylor
Continued from page 

Salem is a leader in other environmental
protections. In December of 2006, we
became the first state capital city in the nation
to be named a Green Power Community
by the EPA. We achieved this honor by
committing to the purchase of renewable
energy for 3% of our city use, and challenging
and achieving our goal of 3,000 residential
customers purchasing sustainable power.
Thank you to Portland General Electric for
helping us with this project.   
I must take a moment to address our
water and sewer system as it relates to the
economy. Last May a regional industry
competition resulted in Salem being judged
the #1 Best Tasting Water in the West. Our
water is clean, and we have lots of it. It is a
large factor in attracting good jobs and the
ability to provide housing.
This asset is not without cost to the users.
Our water and sewer rates have been
steadily rising to provide the revenue to pay
over $300 million dollars for upgrading
both our water and sewer systems. Salem
faces the same challenges as cities across
the U.S. in meeting the requirements of the
Federal Clean Water Act.   After three more
years of rate increases, they should level off.
The result will be a water/sewer system that
meets Federal and State requirements and
will handle our housing and job growth for
at least 50 years.            
Every effort is being made to find ways
to save money on these large Public Works
projects. Barbara Bauer in the Finance Dept.
identified that by using a credit line, Public
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Works could delay the large bond sales. By
taking this reasonable risk, $612,000.00
in interest costs were saved on the Geren
Island water line. The Public Works
engineering team then recommended using
available cash from SDC’s on Willow Lake
treatment plant projects, saving $5.4 million
in interest over the life of the bond. Strong
management is bringing these projects in
on time and under budget.
Other proactive economic efforts also
involved attendance at the International
Conference of Shopping Centers last May
where we got an earful!!!! Retail and
commercial companies were accessing our
city web site but finding it in need of a major
upgrade, with updated demographics, and
a more “hip” image - a strong reminder of
how technology rules!!! With IT staff and
Linda Norris, our Assistant City Manager
tackling the problem, we can now compete
with any other city. If you haven’t checked
out this impressive web site, go to www.

cityofsalem.net.
Technology has even become an important
part of our library. With the addition
of computers, they have over 100,000
internet sessions per year by patrons. The
first class entertainment in the Loucks
auditorium added to the newly remodeled
Anderson meeting rooms, funded jointly
by the City and the Library Foundation,
keeps the library an invaluable asset to our
community.  
Another area of progress across the street
from the library is last week’s groundbreaking
for the long-awaited Meridian project at the
Continued on page 19

LandAmerica - A Fortune Magazine 2006 Most Admired Company.

The Lawyers Title Salem branch invites you to
consult Karen Christiansen for all of your escrow
needs. Karen has built a strong reputation for
outstanding professional service in her 14 years in
title and escrow along with 25 years in banking.

Karen Christiansen
Certified Escrow Officer

P: 503-361-1211
925 Commercial Street NE, Suite 100 ~ Salem, Oregon
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Spring is the Time for New Starts
In the spring, a young entrepreneur’s
thoughts turn lightly to – business. It’s
natural for people to start a business at
this time: it’s a new tax year, there’s a fresh
vitality in the air, and people are shaking off
the winter doldrums. Fortunately, there’s
plenty of help available to get your business
started right.
Every entrepreneur should be familiar with
the Business Referral Center, our central
stop for obtaining the general information
and forms to register a business in Oregon
with five major state agencies.
The Business Referral Center’s staff can
provide you with information on whether
a business needs a state license, permit, or

Oregon Secretary of State: Bill Bradbury
certification and can refer you to regulatory
agencies or boards.
While at the Center, pick up an Oregon
Business Guide, which provides a general
checklist to guide you through the process
of registering your business. It also includes
basic employer information, and lists
business assistance programs that may be
good resources as you begin and continue to
run your business.
Our Business Wizard makes it easy to find
the right people to talk to. Users answer a

few brief questions and are provided with
a customized referral list of government
licensing contacts, registration information
contacts, regulatory contacts, organization
contacts, and city and county contacts.
Now, you can even register your assumed
business name online. The assumed business
name is the name you use to transact business,
and it’s a common filing for sole proprietorships
and general partners. If you need to file for a
corporation or limited liability company, those
forms are online, as well.

So if you’re thinking about starting a
business, or if you need some assistance
with making your business successful, come
visit the Secretary of State’s Corporation
Division in the Public Service Building,
Suite 151, at 255 Capitol Street NE, visit us
online at www.FilingInOregon.com, or give
us a call at 503-986-2200.

Life Coach Offers Workshop to Plan
for 2nd Half of Life

Sales Brokers Affiliate with Prudential
Real Estate Professionals

Nina Durfee, founder of LifeSculpt,
LLC, will present in conjunction with
Chemeketa Community College a workshop
to help people design the second half of life.
Students of the workshop will take stock of
their present situation, create a vision of
their desired future, identify obstacles, and
learn techniques to push past doubts and
fears that keep them stuck.
Durfee, a resident of Sublimity, is trained
as a personal and professional life coach by
the nationally accredited Academy for Coach
Training based in Edmonds, Washington.

Sales Brokers, Nikki Williams, Kelly Swift
and Doug Lownsbery have affiliated with
Prudential Real Estate Professionals, SalemKeizer office, located at 1220 20th St SE.
Williams studied business at the College of
Southern Idaho.
Swift graduated from high school in
Corvallis, attended Chemeketa Community
College and worked in customer service in
the banking industry for 10 years.
Lownsbery has 20 years experience as a
product developer and project director in
the educational publishing field.

She coaches people to be at choice and
on purpose in their lives and careers by
combining passion with commitment.
The two-part workshop, Planning for the
2nd Half of Life, will be held at Judson Middle
School, 4512 Jones Road SE, in Salem on
Tuesdays, April 3 and 10, 2007 from 6:30 to
9:30 pm. For more information, visit www.
lifesculpt.net or call 503-932-7407. To
register, go online to http://my.chemeketa.
edu or call Amber McMurray at Chemeketa
Community College, 503-399-6562.

Kelly Swift

presents

Former First Lady

BarBara Bush

Foundations for

successFuL
communities
A fundrAiser for MedAssist
The dinner event is a fundraiser for the MedAssist program of the Medical foundation of Marion
& Polk Counties. Created by the Marion-Polk Medical society in 1999, the MedAssist program
provides access to free pharmaceuticals for residents in Marion and Polk Counties who would
otherwise go without. They have served thousands of patients since the program began.
The event is open to the general public, however seating is limited. tickets are $125 and must be
purchased in advance of the event.

SaTurday, april 21, 2007

salem conference center
6:00 event opens • 7:30 dinner • 8:30 Lecture
MaSTer oF CereMonieS:

Gerry Frank

For event information or to order tickets:
503-362-9669 or www.mpmedsociety.org • Tickets - $125

Nikki Williams

Advertise Your Business in the

Salem
Business
Journal
Call 503-365-9544
for a rate sheet

www.SalemBusinessJournal.com

Doug Lownsbery
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67 – Your Lucky Bill?
Oregon State Treasurer: Randall Edwards
If like most Americans you’ve ever changed
your home address, there’s a fair chance
you’ve lost track of a refund or a utility
deposit. But I’ll bet you’ll be surprised to
find out that the State of Oregon is holding
a $250 million account made up of lost
funds – unclaimed bank accounts, stocks,
dividends, safe deposit box contents, and
various refunds.

This is literally your money. But if the
business or bank holding the funds or safe
deposit boxes cannot locate the owner, after
five years in most cases they turn it over to
the State to be held in trust while the State
searches for the rightful owner. Every year
about $30 million in unclaimed property is
submitted to state government and about
$10 million is returned to rightful owners.

Oregon Community Credit Union
Makes 100 Best List for Third Year
Oregon Community Credit Union is proud
to announce their inclusion on the list of
the 100 Best Companies to Work for in
Oregon for the third consecutive year. The
annual list, which is compiled by Oregon
Business Magazine, recognizes companies
for excellence in five categories: benefits and
compensation; work environment; decisionmaking and trust; performance management;
and career development and learning.
The Credit Union ranked 22 in the large
company category this year. Ranking
is based on responses that company
employees and management provided on
a confidential survey last November, in
addition to a benefits report. Mandy Jones,

CEO, is pleased with Oregon Community’s
performance. “We are especially proud that
our employees ranked us highest in the
category of work environment,” she said.
“Not only does a positive work environment
contribute directly to our ability to provide
exceptional service to our membership, but
it also helps us to make a difference in the
lives of our employees.”
With seven branch offices in Eugene/
Springfield, two in Salem and three on
Portland’s west side, Oregon Community
Credit Union serves anyone who lives or
works in Benton, Clackamas, Columbia,
Lane, Linn, Marion, Multnomah, Polk,
Washington and Yamhill counties.

In the meantime, we’re not letting that
money sit idle. Funds waiting to be claimed
by rightful owners are kept in an interestbearing account within the Common School
Fund. The earnings on the Common School
Fund are regularly distributed to K-12 public
schools across the state to benefit the school
children of Oregon.
All states have an unclaimed property
program similar to Oregon’s that works to
reunite owners with their money. In Oregon
that agency is currently the Department of
State Lands. But that could change soon.
Senate Bill 67 would transfer the program
to the Office of State Treasurer, where
unclaimed property programs reside in
most other states. The bill has passed its
first test in a legislative committee.
You can search the Department of State
Lands’ Unclaimed Property website at www.
oregon.gov/DSL/UP/upintro.shtml to find
out if you or someone you know has a claim.
The minimum claim is ten dollars, but often
the claims total much more. Who knows
– this could be your lucky day!

Disability
Employment
Program
Receives National
Recognition
Shangri-La Corporation’s Employment
Services Division has been awarded the
NISH Certificate of Achievement for 2006.
This certificate is presented in recognition
of high standards of performance and is
awarded to organizations that consistently
meet NISH contracting requirements,
provide timely submission of reports and
commissions, and adhere to program
regulations.
“This recognition symbolizes a job well
done,” says Robert Chamberlin, President
and CEO of NISH. “Shangri-La’s Community
Rehabilitation Program has excelled in all of
these areas.”
NISH is a Federal program established
under the Javits-Wagner-O’Day (JWOD)
Act. JWOD creates jobs and training
opportunities for people who are blind or
have severe disabilities, empowering them
to lead mor e productive and independent
lives.
Shangri-La’s
Employment
Services
operate various manufacturing and service
businesses, employing over 150 individuals
with documented, severe disabilities. For
more information, visit www.shangrilacorp.
org.
Composite

Cos-mol-lis-ion

(noun)

MAACO’s specialty - the cosmetic
and collision repair of damaged but
driveable cars for customers paying
out of their own pocket.

• Superior Quality Craftsmanship
• Seamless Repairs
• Up to 33% Savings
• OEM Factory Specs
• Faster Turnaround
• Maintained Vehicle Value

New Ownership
New Management
The Best Prices in the Industry!

33% Below Market Value on Collision Repair
2815 Silverton Rd. NE • 503-581-8111
Near Fairgrounds
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Say Thank You to a Farmer
National Agriculture Week fittingly arrives
at the same time as spring. It is a sevenday celebration of the contributions and
hard work turned in by U.S. farmers and
ranchers. Each state has its own version
of the special week. In Oregon, National
Agriculture Week was observed, in part,
by a special awards dinner organized by
the Oregon Department of Agriculture.
Seven award winners– some individuals,
some companies or organizations– were
recognized for their leadership in the
state’s agriculture industry. I was happy to
hand over the plaques that signified their
contributions, but I was also mindful that
many others could just as easily be receiving
the very same award.
There are nearly 40,000 farmers and
ranchers in Oregon who contribute to both
the economy and the environment while
providing food and fiber locally, domestically,

Oregon Agriculture: Katy Coba, Director, Oregon Department of Agriculture
and internationally. A snapshot of Oregon
agriculture tells the story of an industry that
is very important to all citizens of the state.
Its economic contributions are substantial:
• More than 40,000 farms and ranches
make up Oregon’s diverse agricultural
landscape in a multitude of micro-climates,
soils, and regions. These producers generate
more than $4.5 billion in annual farm gate
sales and services from more than 220
different commercial commodities.
• Oregon’s
farmers
and
fishers
provide 76,500 directly related full and parttime jobs. Food and fiber processing related
to Oregon agriculture, including fishing,
generate another $8.6 billion in sales and
provide 25,000 jobs. When all the linkages

Dave Wilson’s Diamonds are
Conflict-Free
When it comes to having diamonds conflict
free, Dave Wilson is leading the way. Even
with the World Diamond Councils zerotolerance policy, Dave Wilson goes the extra
mile to ensure that his diamonds are conflict
free.
“All of my diamond suppliers provide
written documentation.” This extra
assurance is there so that the customer can
feel confident regarding the source of their
precious stones.
The World Diamond Council was created
by the industry in 2000 to specifically
confront the issue of conflict diamonds on
behalf of the entire diamond industry which
expressed outrage at the issue and pledged
a zero conflict diamond policy. Members
cover a broad range of the industry,
including mining houses, diamond jewelry
manufactures and retailers.
Today, due to the success of the UNmandated Kimberly Process, consumers can
be assured that more than 99% of diamonds
are from sources free from conflict.
However the diamond industry believes

to those sales and jobs throughout the state
are calculated, they represent an economic
impact of more than $21 billion and nearly
167,000 jobs. More than 9 percent of the
state’s total sales, 8 percent or the state’s jobs,
and 7 percent of the state’s net product are
linked to agriculture. When agricultural
exports are considered, 5 percent of the
state’s economy is dependent on domestic
and foreign agricultural exports.
The
importance
of
agriculture’s
contribution
to
Oregon’s
economy
continues to be strong and steady. But I
think more and more of us are seeing the
importance of agriculture’s contribution to
the environment. Once again, statistics can
demonstrate the positive impact agriculture
has on our natural resources:
• Oregon farmers and ranchers provide
food and habitat to over 70 percent of the
state’s wildlife at different times of the year.
• Erosion on cropland and rangeland has
been reduced by more than 35 percent in
the past decade due to changes in practices
by Oregon farmers and ranchers.
• Oregon farmers and ranchers have
nearly 600,000 acres enrolled in federal
conservation programs.
• Oregon leads the nation in the number
of water transfers, and the amount used for
conservation and wildlife.
I commend the continuing efforts of our

farmers and ranchers to implement on-theground projects that help to restore salmon,
improve water quality, and provide habitat for
wildlife. They continue to make investments
in the land, making improvements, and
taking into consideration best practices.
There are a couple of additional national
statistics of interest that include Oregon
producers as well as those in all 50 states:
• One American farmer now supplies food
for about 129 people in the U.S. and abroad
compared with just under 26 people in
1960.
• The efficiency of American farmers pays
off in the price U.S. consumers pay for food.
Americans spend roughly nine percent
of their income on food compared with 11
percent in the United Kingdom, 17 percent
in Japan, 27 percent in South Africa, and 53
percent in India.
There continues to be many reasons for all
Americans, not just Oregonians, to observe
the importance of agriculture 52 weeks a
year. So whether it is buying locally grown
products or simply saying thank you to the
next farmer or rancher you see, everyone
should be happy that agriculture is so much
a part of our lives.

Dave Wilson is a diamond expert

that one conflict diamond is one too many
and will not rest until they are eradicated
completely.
One of Dave Wilson’s featured suppliers
is CanadaMark Diamonds. These Canadian
Diamonds are laser engraved with individual
unique serial numbers. Each CanadianMark
stone comes with a certificate card. The
CanadaMark diamond process was created
by BHP Billiton, The world’s largest natural
resource company and operators of Canada’s
first diamond mine.

April is for Diamonds...

Kristy Tindle Awarded CRS
Designation
On March 23, 2007, Kristy Tindle, an
Oregon Realtor has been awarded the
prestigious Certified Residential Specialist
(CRS) Designation by the Council of
Residential Specialists, the largest not-forprofit affiliate of the National Association of
Realtors.
Realtors who receive the CRS Designation
have completed advanced courses and have
demonstrated professional expertise in the
field of residential real estate. Fewer than
38,000 Realtors nationwide have earned
the credential.
Home buyers and sellers can be assured
that CRS Designees subscribe to the strict

Realtor code of ethics, have access to
the latest technology and are specialists
in helping clients maximize profits and
minimize costs when buying or selling a
home.
Kristy Tindle is a Broker with Re/MAX
Equity Group in Salem. She is a member
of National Association of Realtors,
Oregon Association of Realtors and Salem
Association of Realtors. Her membership
extends to RMLS and WVMLS multiple
listing services and has earned the
credentials for an Accredited Buyers
Representative (ABR).  

Dave Wilson
Designer Goldsmith, Inc.

10 am - 5:30 pm M–F • 10 am - 3:30 pm Sat
216 Commercial Street NE • Downtown Salem • www.wilsonjewelers.com

503-364-8707
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Small Business is the Backbone of Our Community
Some people believe Oregon is business
friendly and some do not. Most businesses
and business organizations agree there
are real challenges to running a business
profitably in Oregon. Things such as finding
employees with basic work ethics: showing
up on time; and being able to pass a drug
test, are just two challenges in today’s
business world. Once you get through
10 applicants, and you get to the one who
passes these tests, you may end up with one
good, long-term employee.

Local Author
Helps Women
Get Past “Stuck
Points”
Laura Handke Jones of Salem, Director of
Wishweavers, LLC and author of Six Degrees
to Your Dreams, is among the experts
featured in Breaking Through: Getting Past
the Stuck Points in Your Life by best-selling
author Barbara Stanny, a leading authority
on women and money.
In her new book (available at www.
barbarastanny.com),
Stanny
credits
Handke Jones’ contribution to her work,
which is aimed at women striving to reach a
financial, career or personal goal.
Handke Jones is an inspirational and
energetic group facilitator, speaker and
writer, committed to helping others live
life to the fullest. She connects people with
resources, talents and strategies to transform
dreams into concrete action plans.
Handke Jones, in alliance with Nina Durfee,
is offering a new four-week tele-class series
called “Conscious Change: Clarify, Connect
and Create.” Durfee, Founder of LifeSculpt,
LLC, is a personal and professional life
coach. Classes (by telephone conference
call) begin April 18. For more information
or to register, go to www.wishweavers.com,
e-mail laurahanj@comcast.net or call 503581-2134.

Laura
Handke
Jones

Nina
Durfee

Marion County Commissioner: Patti Milne
Cutting through bureaucratic red tape
is another challenge. Delays in building
permits, appeals by angry neighbors and
expensive regulations result in costly delays
or total discouragement to go ahead with
siting a new business or branch office.
Oregon has more than 300,000 small
businesses according to the Small Business
Association’s Office of Advocacy. Of these
300,000, 97 percent have fewer than 20
employees, and 85 percent have fewer
than 5 employees. These business owners
are typically not wealthy. They are hardworking folks who are trying to provide
a service, share a skill they enjoy and
make ends meet to raise their family and
contribute to their community.
Now that the legislature has passed the
Rainy Day fund by taking the corporate
kicker, I wonder how many of our small
businesses will be affected? Proponents say

it will only affect those corporations that sell
more than $5 million in Oregon in 2007.
Some small businesses are structured as a
corporation. Some small businesses may
have sales of more than $5 million, but that
does not necessarily mean their net earnings
leave them with much profit after taxes and
expenditures. To keep a business viable,
the business owner relies on some profit to
reinvest to keep their business stable, and
hopefully, allow for expansion and growth.
All the media hype has been on the much
needed creation of a Rainy Day Fund, but
there’s been little discussion about details.
And, as we all know, especially in the
legislature, the devil’s in the details.
So, if the legislature is socking it to the big
corporations, even with the big corporations
blessing, it will be interesting to see how
willing they are to give up their kicker the
next time the legislature comes begging for

more. And how strongly will they defend
the little corporations when the legislature
says it’s time for those with under $5
million in sales to pony up, too? If they kick
and scream, none of us should be surprised
when the legislature says it’s time for the
individual kicker to be put into the Rainy
Day Fund, too.
The legislature is in town a few more months
and many more bills that raise taxes and fees
are moving quickly through the process. As
easy as it was to get approximately $300
million from corporations, you’d better keep
your eye on what comes next. Business is
the backbone of our communities, but is
their backbone strong enough to carry more
government?
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Setting Competencies
So you’ve decided that you want to provide
some development opportunities for your
employees, that your company needs some
additional skills, and/or that the employees
are lacking in some quantifiable areas.
Where do you begin?? Setting competencies
and then providing training for employees
to meet those competencies can be a
beneficial investment for the productivity
and profitability of the organization.
Competencies, and measurements against
competencies, offer an objective way
to develop employees and to measure
performance, and are also incorporated into
compensation practices.
Competencies are the knowledge, skills,
abilities, personal characteristics, and
other factors that help distinguish superior
performance from average performance
in a given context. Various employee
performance areas that can be measured
include quantity, quality, time, and cost.
Competencies are generic, broad and
universal, whereas skills and abilities tend
to be situational and specific. Generic
competencies can be used for a variety of

Human Resources: Alice Berntson, SPHR
jobs within the same corporation and are
closely related to the strategic goals and
objectives of the organization.
Competencies need to be well defined and
measured against behavioral descriptors
at different proficiency levels. Behavioral
descriptors are precise descriptions of
employee behavior that must be performed
and observed at each level on a proficiency
scale. Choose generic competencies that
can be improved through training or other
developmental activities. Competencies are
defined to incorporate or exclude personality
traits. Many of the personal characteristics
cited as competencies are either inborn or
set early in our lives and are not subject to
significant change through training. Training
programs should focus on performance, not
on personality anyway.
Each competency should have levels
of proficiency which can be distinctly
measured. Competencies help facilitate

superior performance, but they do not
ensure it. Link generic competencies to
a company’s strategic goals. Determine
what top performers actually do that
distinguishes their performance from
others, and incorporate those behaviors
into proficiency levels.
Although most organizations of course
want to know that their training and
employee development efforts are having
a positive impact, thorough analysis of
training’s return is typically conducted for
only a very small percentage of training
programs. One frequently overlooked factor
is that companies often don’t have specific
records on the performance or level of
knowledge before training began, so it’s not
possible to measure the changes that occur
as a result of training. But delaying training
to accumulate pre-training data may not be
a wise decision, and not providing training
at all to save money may be like stopping a
clock to save time. Accurately estimating the
cost and various factors of training requires

skill, insight, and clearly defined objectives.
Organizations are often concerned that the
more money spent on employee training,
the greater the possibility that these
trained employees will leave and take their
knowledge elsewhere. Providing training
and establishing competencies are enablers
and investments in the organization.
Employees are more likely to stay where
they can grow and develop.
Alice Berntson is the owner of Spectrum Human
Resources consulting firm, providing clients
with a full spectrum of human resources services
and solutions She has more than 20 years of
results-oriented experience in all areas of human
resources and is a certified Senior Professional
in Human Resources. Contact Alice at 503-4288633 or by email at alice@spectrum-hr.com.
Visit the firm’s website at www.spectrumhr.com, for additional information.

The Tobacco Pouch
1599 Edgewater NW
Salem, Oregon
503-588-8060
Imported and domestic cigars • honeywood wine

Dean Craig, Branch Manager
dean@personnelsource.com
1 5 5 5 H aw t h o r n e Ave. N E
5 0 3 - 4 8 5 - 2 1 7 5 • Fa x : 5 0 3 - 4 8 5 - 2 1 8 0
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How About a Little Recognition
If we waited to celebrate our successes
until after we receive an academy award for
our performance as an outstanding artist in
our field of work, or perhaps to be presented
with a gold medal for our consistent bravery
in waking up each morning and getting on
with our routines… most of us would be
waiting a long time to celebrate.
Yes, we have wonderful successes and
great performances in our daily lives, but
for the majority, awards ceremonies just
don’t happen very often. Imagine what you
might feel if, in honor of your latest success,
you were presented with a shinning silver
trophy as tall as a 3 year old preschooler. As
you hustle down to the local builder’s supply
house to pick up materials for building a
mantle big enough to hold the trophy, what
thoughts about the recognition received
might you be thinking? What feelings
are being triggered? Are you thinking
“Finally, someone noticed?” Or, “Gosh, I
wasn’t expecting this, but it feels kind of
good.” While you might be giddy over how
wonderful the lovely medal or the shinning
trophy looks, your inner feelings regarding
the recognition you received may outweigh
the actual prize; may in fact be the real
prize.
Everyone, regardless of age, status or
degree of achievement wants and needs to
be recognized from time to time for their
contributions. The form of recognition and
reward doesn’t have to be major, but it has
to be sincere.
Let’s talk about the importance of
acknowledging another’s good work and

Rushing Reflections: Bo Rushing-Barnes
how a simple recognition plan helps to gain
and keep positive momentum, even in times
of chaos.
It’s a simple fact that what gets rewarded
gets repeated, and success is continued on.
A friend of mine told me about how she
hated taking piano lessons when she was
a child. She didn’t mind practicing the
repetitive scales and the cute little jingles
that led to learning the notes, but she really
disliked the theory part of learning music.
She saw no reason to study the history of
music and learn about the great, master
composers. Fortunately, her teacher, Ms.
Levine, knew the magic formula for inspiring
her students to learn.
Each time my friend would achieve a set
goal by coming to her lesson prepared with
both written assignments and by playing
well, she was invited to open an old trunk
which sat in the corner of the music studio
and was filled with small treasures. Each
week she’d choose from an assortment
of comic books, colorful pencils, a box of
Cracker Jacks, a movie ticket, or some other
“small reward” that honored and recognized
her efforts that went into being prepared.
The reward system of incentives kept her
interested in continuing her lessons.
Now, many years since studying with Ms.
Levine, the piano is her respite at the end of
a long day when she needs to just relax and
feel the music flowing.

Old Fashioned Family Service
Since 1936

The word “reward” is from Anglo-French
regarder, rewarder; to look back at, regard,
care for, recompense; to return in kind.
Whether it’s in your business, your family
or your community involvement, there are
always opportunities to honor the people
in your life that deserve special attention.
How you reward and acknowledge another’s
contributions can vary from simple to
luxurious.
Ms. Levine found the perfect incentive
plan to keep my friend interested in music;
our pets rejoice in the tiny kibbles they
receive when they follow the house rules, as
do our children when they get Friday night
pizza for keeping up with school work and
household chores throughout the week. In
comparison, when an employee meets and
exceeds an annual sales goal, that might call
for a substantial monetary bonus or even
an all expense paid vacation at the beach.
Rewards should be based on a behavior or
an action which leads to improvement and
success from one time period to the next.
A good incentive plan, in order to be
fully appreciated by the recipient and to
reinforce repeated successes, should match
the occasion. This keeps the focus clearly
as an acknowledgement of appreciation for
past performance rather than as a “bribe”
or a carrot on a stick to coerce people into
success. The people in our lives don’t need
or want bribes; nor do they need or want to
be coerced. They just need and appreciate
being needed and appreciated!
There is probably not a moment in the
history of time when there wasn’t some sort
of a reward system in place to acknowledge
another’s efforts. I’m thinking those cave
drawings from the Stone Age might have
been a form of recognizing the hard work
that went into hunting and gathering. It
must have felt pretty good to be greeted
with a warm cave and wall decorations upon
coming in from the long, dreary routine of
tromping through the forest and dragging
home the meal.
Begin today with a plan to recognize people
in your life with a reward and a specific
acknowledgement for something good they
did either for you, your company, or your

family. Let’s not wait for a gold statue, a
silver medal or a tall trophy in order to honor
the acts of goodness, kindness and success
that happen within our circles on a regular
basis. Stock up on small treasures and give
them freely to the folks that earn them. Try
coffee coupons, movie tickets, spring flowers
in a small vase, car wash coupons, a box of
Girl Scout cookies or a single hand dipped
chocolate truffle. Send someone to a spa for
two hours of pampered bliss. Give a funky
new cell phone cover to a sales person who
exceeds a daily goal. Bring home a fluffy
stuffed monkey and leave it on your child’s
bed as a “thanks” for remembering to make
the bed each morning for a week. Buy a
special book for a friend, a partner, a spouse
and write on the inside cover how much that
person is appreciated. Continually find ways
to customize how you reward people.
I know of a manager who once competed
on ebay.com for a Wayne Gretzky poster
that was signed by the Great Gretzky. After
several days of watching the item, he won
the bid; had the poster framed and then
presented it to an employee who was a
longtime, faithful fan of Gretzky and the
game of hockey. The employee had worked
extra hard on a project that brought a
major client to the organization. The
manager wanted to do something special in
acknowledging the good work done. Do you
think that employee felt honored? You bet
he did. And the feeling lasted for a very long
time.
Remember, “What gets rewarded gets
repeated.”
Bo Rushing-Barnes in collaboration with
Linda Harris.
Bo Rushing-Barnes, CCIM, is the owner and
principal broker of Rushing Real Estate, Inc.
(503) 588-8500.
Linda Harris is the managing partner in the
employee development consulting firm of Harris
& Associates (503) 951-0886.

(503) 540-1973
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Now Open Til 8 p.m.
Monday through Saturday

Fast
Creative
Affordable

Tom & Don Uselman invite you to enjoy Salem’s favorite breakfast anytime

White’s Restaurant
1138 Commercial Street SE • 503-363-0297

Barbara Castleman
Website Designer
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Open
24
Hours
Exclusive, Card-Accessed Fitness Club
for Use at YOUR Convenience
•

Limited memberships – no crowds to compete
with!

•

Cardio-sculpt, yoga and massage

•

Personal training for your personal needs

•

Sport’s speciﬁc training for athletes who want the
edge on competition

•

Cardiovascular machines, free weights, circuit
training equipment...and more!

•

Men and women’s showers, far-infrared heated
sauna and changing rooms

503-391-7383
420 Mill Street SE • Salem • info@samsdowntownﬁtness.com
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Aren’t You Glad You Know That!
Hello everybody
Maybe you never waste time thinking
about useless matters. Your brain is so busy
with information you really need that you
don’t bother to get informed about things
you don’t need to know.
Now, let’s see if you are interested in the
following:
Did you know that the rice cooker was
invented in the 1950? Where? Now, if you
guessed in Japan, you are correct.
Rice has been cultivated for over 5,000
years. That is a whole lot of rice!
Americans eat about 21 lbs of rice per
person each year. Asians eat as much as 300
lbs per person each year, (I might have to
consider going into the rice business! In
Asia, of course)! In France rice consumption
is about 10 lbs per capita.
Fifty percent of the entire world’s rice is
eaten within 8 miles of where it is grown.
Now, aren’t you glad to know that?

Lullu’s Tidbits: Lullu Truitt
The other interesting thing is the rice
cooker. How can a pot be smarter then me?
I have burned or scorched rice a few times–
that is a family tradition – my mother used
to do it.
Well, the only way the rice cooker could
be smarter than me is the fact that it has
a thermal sensor – that is my problem: I
don’t have one, the sensor I mean, not the
rice cooker. The sensor ensures, as long
there is water in the pan, it will keep on
cooking to a temp of 212 degrees, then it will
shut off or go to the “warm cycle.” Now they
have come up with a Micom rice cooker.
It actually has a micro computer chip that
can be programmed to temperature and
cooking time for different types of rice.
That is definitely smarter then me! Hey, I

just resolved my problem! We just had put
a micro chip in my dog Ginger. I’ll bet she
can let me know when my rice is done!!
Now, if we want to compete about age of
food, let’s talk about popcorn. (Remember
rice is about 5,000 years old)
Some popcorn ears were found in 1948 by
archaeologists that were exploring the Bat
Cave in West Central New Mexico. They
have been proven to be 4,000 years old.
Big fat deal: the oriental people have just a
thousand years over us!
Back to the popcorn. One way they used
to pop it was to heat sand in a fire and stir
kernels of popcorn in it when the sand was
hot. Once popped, the corn was sifted and
then made in to powder so later it could be
mixed with water for eating.

LET US SELL YOUR R.V. FOR YOU!
THE CONSIGNMENT EXPERTS

To m ’ s T r a ve l H o m e s
Established 1983
Tom Church
Owner

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

LARGE SELECTION OF
TRAILERS AND MOTOR HOMES

503-362-5545

View our inventory at www.toms-rvs.com

BUY • SELL • TRADE
OPEN: MON-FRI 9-5, SAT 10-4
3707 State Street • Salem • 1 Block off Lancaster

Most of the world’s popcorn is grown in
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Missouri, Nebraska and Ohio.
Home poppers were introduced around
1925.
Are we still competing with the age of
food?
Well, let’s talk about honey then. If you
didn’t know and you care to find out, keep
on reading because the first evidence of
beekeeping appears in a painting in ancient
Egypt from about 2500 B.C. That, too, is
old.
Honey, with gold and jewels was almost
always placed in the tombs of Pharaohs for
their journey to the afterlife.
There are over 300 varieties of honey
in the USA. You know… different flower,
different nectar, different honey. Generally,
the darker the honey, the higher level of
antioxidants it contains like the Buckwheat
honey.
Ok, last one for old age news: Fine and
beige, seaweed infused sea salt is the earliest
know salt produced by Japanese nearly
2,500 years ago.
And we are tied with the honey! Salt: 2,500
yo; honey: 2,500 yo
Now, let’s take all this useful information
and do something with it. Like …????
Until next time...Ciao
Lullu’s tutto cucina is a unique kitchen store:
Lullu, the owner, is 110% Italian even after
residing in Salem for 33 years. Her shop offers
unusual merchandise and a warm, inviting
atmosphere for the cooking classes presented by
regional Chefs. She also specializes in imported
food and wine.

Nanokeratinization
Demo at ShowBiz
Bry from Society’s child will again be
creating shear magic at Show Biz! This year
Bry will be demonstrating “nano treatments”
on clients with chemically treated hair.
NANOKERATINIZATION is a process
of repairing the hair with liquid keratin,
the protein our hair is made of, and then
sealing it to create thick, healthy, strong
hair. Clients with any type of chemical
process will benefit from this procedure,
and see instant results!
Bry is the only stylist in the entire
Northwest to offer these treatments.
For more information please call Bry at
503-779-5664 or log onto www.HotRodHair.
com
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The IRAs are Coming!
Over the next two articles we will be
covering the common, yet little understood,
what the Internal Revenue Service calls
Individual
Retirement
Arrangements,
but what we call IRAs. We will cover just
about everything you need to know from
beneficiaries to withdrawals and a few
things you had no idea about. I write “just
about everything” because the publication
describing IRAs is 107 pages long including
updates and appendixes. You have until the
tax filing deadline to get your 2006 IRA
contributions in, which for 2006 is April
17th, 2007.
There are four basic kinds of IRA:
the Traditional IRA, where the limited
contribution is tax deductible; the Roth
IRA, where the contribution is made with
after-tax-dollars and where retirement
distributions are not taxed; the SEP IRA, a
simple employer retirement plan that has
higher contributions limits and works well
for 1099 employees and sole proprietors;
and the SIMPLE IRA, another easily
administered employer retirement plan for
businesses with fewer than 25 employees.
Each kind of IRA has its own rules and
contribution limits. With the Traditional IRA
being the most common, let’s peer behind its
curtain first. To begin with, as long as you or
your spouse had taxable income for the year
and were not 70 ½ years of age by the end of
the year, you can set up an IRA. Those over
70 ½ can not contribute to a Traditional
IRA. This 70 ½ mark is when the owner
of the IRA must begin taking distributions,
the concept of which we will address next
month. The contribution limit for 2006 and
2007 is $4,000 plus $1,000 “catch up” if you
are over 50 years of age. In 2008 the normal
contribution limit increases to $5,000. After
that any increase is tied to inflation. The
contribution must be made with income that
is earned-- that is, with wages, tips, salary,
or professional fees. The only exception to
the earned income contribution is that you
can make contributions for a spouse that is
not employed.
If you or your spouse is covered by an
employer retirement plan the contribution
to your IRA may not be deductible. For a
couple where one person has an employersponsored retirement plan, and they have
an adjusted gross income (AGI) of between
$83,000 and $103,000, only a portion of
your contribution can be deducted. You may
still make a contribution if your AGI is over
$103,000; however, you can not deduct the
contribution from your taxes. Should your
income wander into the higher tax bracket
it is a good idea to speak with your tax or
financial advisor about your options.
The contribution to an IRA must be in cash
and there are some restrictions as to what
you can purchase or hold in the account.

Let’s Talk: W. Ray Sagner CFP
You cannot own collectibles in an IRA such
as works of art, and wine. Darn it! There is
also a provision for excess contributions.
If you happen to contribute more than the
limit allowed you must take the excess and
earnings out by the filing deadline or you
are subject to a 6% tax on the excess amount
until it is removed. Several years ago there
was no mention of the earnings having to
be taken out, until some astute investors
figured out that if they placed, for example
$100,000 in their IRA at the beginning of
the year and pulled the excess out prior to
filling they could leave the earnings in which
would continue to grow tax deferred. You
have to admire folks who pay attention.
The IRS also frowns on what they call
prohibited transactions, and I mean frowns.
The penalty for such transgressions can
be a 15% tax on the transaction, and up to
100% if the transaction is not corrected in
a timely manor. Such transactions include
borrowing money from the IRA, selling
property to it, using it as security for a loan,
or buying property for personal use. There
are provisions for Self-Directed IRAs which
allow for investing in commercial property,
an LLC, and real-estate contracts; keep in
mind, however, that this type of IRA takes

a special custodian and can be complex
for the average investor. Of course the
majority of investors use mutual funds as
the investment of choice as they are able to
diversify with smaller initial investments. I
may get letters for this, but nonetheless, if
someone suggests you purchase an annuity
as an investment in an IRA, first, get a second
opinion, and second, run away! There is
no such thing as double tax exempt. There
are one or two reasons why purchasing an
annuity as an investment in an IRA would
make sense, but that is for very, very, very
few people.
There are a few significant differences
between the Traditional IRA and the Roth
IRA. The Roth has the same contribution
amounts, but the income threshold is
slightly different. If you are married filing
jointly you can not contribute to a Roth if
you earn more than $166,000 in 2007.
Some professionals would say that the
biggest benefit to a Roth is being able to pass
wealth on to heirs. You are not required to
take distributions from a Roth as you are
from a Traditional IRA at 70 1/2. And there
are those advisors that like the idea a putting
away money now that should grow, and that
you won’t have to pay tax on in the future.

You can also convert your Traditional IRA
to a Roth if your AGI is under $100,000.
Of course you will be required to pay tax on
the conversion, but if you have the time and
money it may be well worth the effort in the
long run. Converting to a Roth is a planning
technique that your advisor or accountant
should be able to pencil out for you, and
should be able to help you decide if it is the
right strategy for you. And the option to
convert is going away in 2010.
Next month we will cover beneficiaries,
rollovers, distributions, and start talking
about SIMPLE IRAs. Now, go make your
2006 contribution and invest in your
future!
Ray Sagner is a Certified Financial Planner?
with The Legacy Group, Ltd, a fee only Registered
Investment Advisory Firm, in Salem. Ray can
be contacted at 503-581-6020, or by email at
Ray@TheLegacyGroup.com You may view the
Company’s web site at WWW.TheLegacyGroup.
com

See You at Our Film Festival
Live From the Elsinore: Stephen Martin, Executive Director
It is Salem Film Festival time again. Be
sure to mark your calendar for April 20-22.
As with last years successful film festival
this year there will again be a comparable
number of films shown; last year there
were 35 films. You can also expect a steady
appearance of film makers, directors, and
actors in attendance from many of the films.
The festival committee is awaiting final
confirmation on those film makers who will
be attending, but the goal is to have the same
if not exceed the number from last year.
Films will be shown at the Elsinore Theatre,
Salem Cinema and the Grand Theatre.
The festival begins on a Friday afternoon
followed by a spectacular opening gala at J.
James Restaurant. Films will continue all
day at all 3 venues Saturday and Sunday.
Final films were still being selected at this
writing but look forward to great variety
of comedies, dramas, documentaries and
animated shorts. Look for the following

films to be shown: Where’s Molly? It’s
the heartwarming story about an Oregon
boy and his long-lost sister. With 47 years
separating them and a distance that spans
from Astoria to Salem to California, Oregon
native Jeff Daly shares with us the local
story of his sister Molly’s disappearance, the
joyful reunion, and the impact that it has
made in Oregon. Air Guitar Nation - fueled
by pure rock energy, this documentary
chronicles the unlikely birth of the U.S.
Air Guitar Championship and the intense
rivalries that develop on the way to the event
in Finland. Also featured are jam sessions
and interviews with notable air guitarists
and the “airheads” who follow them.
Also look for Coffee date - a wry romantic
comedy of sexual confusion deftly becomes
serious without losing its sense of humor.
Both the 2006 academy award nominated
Animated Short films and the 2006
academy award nominated Live Action

Short films will be shown. There will again
be an International Family package of Indie
Kids Shorts.
A full VIP festival pass (all the films you
can see in 3 days is value priced at $75 or
you can buy an individual day pass for $35.
Individual films can be attended for $8 per
film (based on space available). Contact
the Elsinore Theatre at 503-375-3574 to
purchase your passes ahead of time or go to
www.salemfilmfestival.com for additional
information on the Festival and to order
your pass.
The Steering Committee of the Salem Film
Festival are looking forward to seeing you
at the Theatres in April! See Films - Eat &
Shop in Downtown Salem … it’s the perfect
combination for a weekend in April.
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Which Hero are You?
I like the NBC Show, “Heroes.” If you
haven’t seen this show, it sports some
interesting characters who apparently were
genetically engineered. They go around
flying and time stopping with a common
goal, to stop the city from exploding (not too
original there). OK, the characters on the
show shouldn’t be role models for anyone,
but considering their “special powers,” I
thought about Salem’s potential “Heroes.”
Flying Man: With flying options like Delta
(starting in Salem on June 7) and private
charters, like Sun Quest, flying out of Salem
airport, we can have both flying men and
flying women.
Time stopper guy: This popular character
can freeze and travel through time. In
Salem you can virtually experience Salem

Telling Your Story: Mary Louise VanNatta, CAE
a hundred years ago by visiting Mission
Mill, the old historic temple of Willamette
University, Bush House, Gilbert House,
Pioneer Cemetery, and more. The
revitalization of the City using creative
planning with environmental responsibility
is a glimpse of Salem’s bright future.
Invisible Man: This disgruntled guy
wanders through the town taking things
that don’t belong to him…disenfranchised
from the world. Salem is blessed with many
heroes to help – organizations who seek
out our invisible people. Salem’s hungry,
lonely, hurting, helpless and homeless are

Experience Works Searches for
Oregon’s 2007 Outstanding Older
Worker
Experience Works, the nation’s largest
training and employment organization for
mature workers, is searching for Oregon’s
outstanding older worker. Experience
Works Prime Time Awards program is part
of Experience Works’ national effort to raise
awareness of the contributions made by
older individuals and to break down barriers
associated with the hiring of all older
workers. Outstanding older workers from
every state, the District of Columbia, and
Puerto Rico will be honored in Washington,
D.C., and in their home states for their
contributions to the workforce and local
communities. Home Instead Senior Care,
an outstanding employer of older workers
in 2006, is sponsoring this year’s search.
Nominees or applicants must be 65
years of age or older, a resident of Oregon,
currently employed, and working at least 20
hours each week for pay. The honoree must
be willing and able to travel to Wa shington,
D.C., in October for the Prime Time Award
events. The visit will include meetings
with congressional representatives, a tour
of the city’s landmarks, and the awards
banquet and ceremony. Honorees have an
opportunity to meet, share their stories,
and celebrate their accomplishments.
Family, friends or colleagues can send in
a nomination, or older workers can self
nominate.
Oregon’s outstanding older worker in 2006
was 84-year-old Mary Bradford, newsroom
librarian for the Grants Pass Daily Courier.
In 1984, after retiring from 17 years as an
aerospace industry executive secretary, Ms.
Bradford took a job proofreading for the
Courier. Promoted to librarian in 1986, Ms.
Bradford does a wide variety of tasks, and
over the years she has also improved the
newspaper’s filing and retrieval system, and
reorganized deteriorating archive materials
to protect them from further damage.
Family and community are very important
to Ms . Bradford, who, after raising three
children, now provides a home for her
teenaged granddaughter. Her volunteer

work has ranged from assisting orphans
and wounded soldiers in Japan from 1949
to 1951, to more recently helping at her local
library and serving on the Grants Pass City
Budget Committee.
The search for America’s Oldest Worker
for 2007 is also under way, as is the search
for outstanding employers of older workers.
Last year, 104-year-old Waldo McBurney,
beekeeper and author from Quinter, Kansas,
was named America’s Oldest Worker.
An online nomination form or a printed
nomination form can be accessed at www.
experienceworks.org. The deadline for
nominations is May 1, 2007.
Experience Works is a national, nonprofit
organization that provides training and
employment services for mature workers.
Established in 1965, Experience Works
reaches more than 125,000 mature
individuals in all 50 states and Puerto Rico
each year. Home Instead Senior Care is the
world’s largest provider of comprehensive
companionship and home care services for
seniors. For more information visit www.
homeinstead.com.
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finding help at the Marion-Polk Foodshare,
Salvation Army, CASA, Salem Interfaith
Hospitality Network and many other nonprofit shelters and organizations.
Indestructible Cheerleader Girl: She heals
herself no matter how serious her injuries.
Our community has great hospitals,
clinics and fine emergency and medical
professionals who work to bring people
back from the brink. So, while we all might
not experience instant healing, we have a
good head start with excellent medical care
in Salem.
Paint the Future Guy: This man goes into a
trance and paints vistas of the future. Salem
has embraced its artists and is working
to encourage the community’s artistic
future with beautiful galleries, education
centers, and festivals, bringing beauty to the
community.
Technical Repair Kid: On the show, this
child can instantly repair technological
devices. (So far, he’s used it to get instant
money from ATM’s - so again, not the best
role model). Today our kids are more
sophisticated about technology than most
adults. With this ability comes responsibility
(i.e. the ATM). As a community we need
to continue to guide (and supervise) these
little geniuses through the complexities of
this medium and focus the best of them into
careers that use their power for good and

not evil.
And just a few that merit mention…
Forgetting Man (The “Haitian” for Heroes
fans): Make us forget “the way things have
always been” and think progressively.
Dream Guide Boy: Helping guide us to our
dreams as a City.
Morphing Woman: Able to manipulate
surroundings (like seeing the potential
for the City, creating a Conference or Kroc
Center).
I know the heroes from NBC will find a way
to save their city (and the series). Salem too
is full of heroes who work every day to make
your city more livable. Want to catch that
on our local media? Check out our local
Salem outlets. Hear breaking news on
Salem radio. Watch your Council in action
or the Chamber Forums on CCTV. Read the
local news in the Salem Business Journal.
Mary Louise VanNatta, CAE has received her
Certified Association Executive designation from
the American Society of Association Executives.
She is CEO of VanNatta Public Relations, Inc., a
PR, association management and public policy
consulting firm in Salem, founded in 1967. She
can be found at www.vannattapr.com.
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City of Salem Construction Permits

Provided by the City of Salem Buildings and Safety Divison

COMMERCIAL STRUCTURE
3748 COMMERCIAL ST SE
$25,000
LOCKRIDGE ADVERTISING
267-760-7959

NEW COMMERCIAL
2279 27TH PL NW
$920,000
CITY OF SALEM
503-585-2474

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
675 TAGGART DR NW 150
$13,755
BRENT CARTER
503-670-0234

FIRE SYSTEMS REMODEL
3910 SUNNYVIEW RD NE
$48,900
JET FIRE PROTECTION LLC
503-363-2334

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
5757 COMMERCIAL ST SE 100
$60,000
STUDIO 3 ARCHITECTURE
503-390-6500

COMMERCIAL REMODEL
765 LIBERTY ST SE
PACIFIC RIM CONTRACTING
503-655-7791

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
665 TAGGART DR NW 150
$36,000
BRENT CARTER
503-670-0234

WALL SIGN
460 PINE ST NE
MARTIN BROS INC
503-364-2211

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
3330 COMMERCIAL ST SE 110
$33,560
503-931-4120

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
1645 SALEM INDUSTRIAL DR NE
$75,000
TYLER KOLB CONSTRUCTION LLC
503-559-6498

NEW COMMERCIAL
1150 FORD ST SE
$75,000
EAST CO INC
503-871-2077

COMMERCIAL CHANGE OF USE
1205 CAPITOL ST NE
$250,000
RON PED
503-363-1456

NEW COMMERCIAL
1554 EDGEWATER ST NW
$609,000
EDGEWATER CROSSING LLC
503-581-5833

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
675 TAGGART DR NW 130
$13,500
BRENT CARTER
503-670-0234

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
4155 RICKEY ST SE 134
$90,000
OTASU AND SONS LTD
360-907-2523
COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
300 GLEN CREEK RD NW
$3,750,000
COURT HOUSE LLC
503-910-8710

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
2852 19TH ST SE
$50,000
YOUNG AND WIEPRECHT ARCHITECTS
503-378-7990

FIRE SYSYTEMS ALTERATION
3993 FAIRVIEW INDUSTRIAL DR SE
$32,379
BASIC FIRE PROTECTION
503-285-1855

COMMERCIAL REMODEL
3990 FAIRVIEW INDUSTRIAL DR SE
HVAC INC
503-239-4822

ILLUMINATED SIGN
3803 COMMERCIAL ST SE
FRANK BOUSSAD
FREESTANDING SIGN
1690 MARKET ST NE
7 ELEVEN INC
COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
4080 REED RD SE
$35,000
SHANGRI LA CORPORATION
503-581-1732

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
665 TAGGART DR NW 110
$27,000
BRENT CARTER
503-670-0234

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
1903 FAIRGROUNDS RD NE
$42,000
CLAYTON VORSE
503-581-4114

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
2555 SILVERTON RD NE
$25,000
PHILLIP HILDRETH CONSTRUCTION
503-931-4623

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
675 TAGGART DR NW 140
$13,500
BRENT CARTER
503-670-0234

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
1010 HAWTHORNE AV SE
$980,500
WRG DESIGN INC
503-419-2500

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
4655 COMMERCIAL ST SE
$25,000
G W WILSON CONSTRUCTION INC
503-762-0134

COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
3560 FAIRVIEW INDUSTRIAL DR SE
$189,000
SCOTT CONRAD
503-233-7799

Willamette Master Chorus
The Willamette Valley's premier choral ensemble
Dr. Paul Klemme, Music Director

presents

Carmina Burana

with the amazing dance troupe

Body Vox
May 5, 2007 at 7:00 p.m.
May 6, 2007 at 3:00 p.m.
916153

Smith Auditorium
Willamette University
Admission $15 Seniors/Students $12
TICKETS:
TicketsWest in Safeway Stores, at the door,
or online at www.WillametteMasterChorus.org

“The world is but
a canvas to the
imagination . . .”

Information: (503) 370-6929

Thank you to the Salem
Business Journal for
Supporting the Arts!

- Henry David Thoreau

Come find
your canvas.
salemart.org
The Salem Art Association is
supported in part by the Oregon Arts
Commission and the City of Salem
Transient Occupancy Tax Funds.

Spring Concert
917498

McNary High School Auditorium

Sunday, May 6, 2007
4:00pm
Featuring:

Dukas’s The Sorcerer’s Apprentice
and
Verdi’s La Forza del Destino
$15 Adults
$12 Student/Senior

ad#
917498

Customer
oregon symPhony

size
2X4

Advance
tickets available for $10
sales#
designer

today's date
3/14/07
15

Cs,
CXn available
tigr
Tickets
by calling (503) 485-2244

Play and Be Heard!

Here is your ad ProoF for one of our publications.
Please notify us of your approval or corrections by: NooN tHe day before PublicatioN.
www.salemyouthsymphony.org

Lisa Franceschi 503-589-9150 lisa@withnellauto.com

Call 503-399-6684 | FaX 503-399-6781

“Music for Harpsichord,
Organ and Strings”
Susan Miller, David Worth, and
Gretchen Longwell
Music of Bach, Haydn, Handel, and Mozart
Sunday, May 6, 2007, at 4:00 p.m.
Choral Evensong
Sung by St. Paul’s Men’s Evensong Choir
The Rev. Jim Young, Officiant
Dr. Paul Klemme, Director of Music Ministries
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church
1444 Liberty Street SE, Salem, Oregon 97302
503-362-3661
Open to the public, donations accepted
www.stpaulsoregon.org

www.SalemBusinessJournal.com
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Legislators at Work Expanding Family Leave
Ever since the Family & Medical Leave Act
(FMLA) was enacted in 1993, legislators and
administrative agencies have been at work
expanding its scope. Although the intent
of the law was to provide unpaid leave for
employees with serious and life threatening
health issues, the law has been interpreted
to cover a variety of short-term conditions,
including the flu, migraine headaches, and
chronic but intermittent health problems.
In Oregon, employers must also comply
with the Oregon Family Leave Act (OFLA).
OFLA applies to employers with 25 or
more employees, and provides increased
benefits, including additional leave for
pregnancy disability and for children who
are sick with minor ailments. Administering
both laws, which are complex, sometimes
overlapping, and full traps for the unwary,
can be challenging for even full-time HR
managers.
During this Oregon legislative session,
several bills seek to expand OFLA. For
example, HB 2575 seeks to create a paid
family leave bank through payroll deductions
State of the City...Continued from page 

corner of Mission and Commercial Streets.
This $54 million dollar mixed-use building
with 89 condos and offices will be a signature
piece – the first new, major condo project
in our core downtown. Other projects have
also experienced delays, as up until now we
have had no comparables for banks to use
when deciding on large, mixed-use loans.
Thank you to First Regional Bank in Irvine,
California, and to Dan Berrey of Commercial
Concepts for taking a reasonable risk. We
wish you much success.
Recently an interesting story was relayed
to me about a visit from a very successful
Eugene developer who stated that for 15
years he had always used Salem as an
example of “what a city does wrong in its’
downtown”. He was here to find out what
the heck we were doing “so right” now,
to make it such a beautiful, historic, and
successful downtown.
The Conference Center, the Toolbox Loan
and Grant program, and the proactive
outreach we use to help projects get off the
ground, has attracted private investors who
have purchased all of the vacant buildings
and are either currently remodeling or
about to begin. The result is new retail/
office options and over 100 units of housing
in our historic downtown.
A remaining challenge is the desire of the
Council to have downtown businesses and
property owners manage the downtown.
A Downtown Improvement District task
force is working towards the formation of a
non-profit entity to manage the downtown
issues, elect a Board of Directors, and hire a
Downtown Manager.
The City is proposing some initial financial
assistance to kick-start some marketing if,
in addition to the business parking tax, that
the property owners also pay a small tax
so that all parties are sharing in the cost of
downtown services.
To further assist the transition, the
street furniture will be upgraded with a
combination of new hanging and stationary
planters, new trash receptacles with a
place for cigarette butts, plus a new kiosk

Employment Law: Randy Sutton
on the wages of every employee. A similar
law is already in effect in California. HB 2460
would prevent employers from counting
a workers’ compensation injury as family
leave time, which would have the effect of
doubling the amount of leave available to
certain injured employees. HB 2635 would
expand OFLA to include grandparents and
grandchildren, which could double or triple
the number of employees eligible to use leave
and circumstances were time off is family
leave qualifying. As of this writing, some
of these bills have moved out of committee
and are under serious consideration.
In Congress, there are a couple proposals
to require employers to treat a portion of
family leave as paid time. Although the
proposals are somewhat modest at this
time, the view of many is that these bills are
a “foot in the door” to ease future expansions
of the FMLA. I attended a legislative

advocacy conference in Washington D.C.
with the Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM) in March. As part
of the conference, I had the opportunity
to discuss concerns about the difficulties
companies face with administering family
leave and the many reasons why forcing
companies to provide paid leave is a bad
idea. The package of benefits employers
choose to provide is complex, and will vary
considerably as each employer attempts to
balance its own abilities and the goals and
needs of its particular workforce. Forcing
employers to provide paid family leave and
other expanded family leave benefits will
likely result in companies trimming back
on other paid time off, health insurance and
other fringe benefits.
If you would like to have a say in the
legislative process, I publish an email alert
regarding the status of employment law bills

for flyers. It will bring a fresh, but historic
appearance to compliment the shopping,
dining, and entertainment, and provide
an attractive setting for First Wednesday,
and the Farmers Market. We have to move
quickly on these changes as we are already
behind the curve in competing with other
regional choices for shopping and dining.  
With this increased activity has come
the inevitable issue of “parking”. We have
four free parking garages that have been
underused for years due to unlimited
on-street parking. The change to two
hour limits on-street has resulted in an
increased use of the free long-term garages
by moviegoers, employees with permits,
jurors, and Riverfront Park users, allowing
short-term spaces on the street to be more
available.       
Several of our important neighbors
adjacent to downtown have ambitious
expansion plans. This area is becoming
a vital, exciting, urban area, but it is also
becoming very land-locked. The City has
worked closely with Willamette University
to assemble a master site on the west end
of their campus for a multi-million dollar
performing arts center.
One piece is accomplished by moving the
City IT department to Church and Trade
Streets, adding in a new CCTV facility plus
27 condos on the top three floors. Can you
imagine how thrilling it would be to live
right in the middle of all the art, culture,
and educational opportunities? Our thanks
to Cascadia Development LLC for working
with us on this very complicated project.
Just two blocks East, Salem Hospital
is undergoing their $275 million dollar
expansion for a new patient tower, and
recruitment for 150 new physicians. With
their designation as the #1 hospital in
Oregon for cardiac surgery, they have
become a premiere component of our core
area, and continue to be our largest private
employer with over 3,500 full and part-time
employees.  
And the State of Oregon is planning
another large office building on the yellow
parking lot in their Mall area, bringing
several hundred more employees.

These major expansions and the increased
growth of downtown, were the catalyst for my
Vision 2020 proposal to plan the future for
this core area. Do we need another parking
garage, and if so where? As more mixeduse is built, where and how high should the
buildings be? What else can we do to attract
additional retail and commercial choices?
How can we protect the adjacent historic
neighborhoods? This Vision 2020 will kick
off in March and include public input to
formulate a plan for the next dozen years.
To capture the full potential of the
employees in the core area as customers, we
are proposing a rubber tired circulator trolley.
Part of the operation and maintenance costs
could be offset by sponsorships of the trolley
stops and sharing the cost among core area
employers. It is a marketing opportunity
that reaches citywide, and a real asset for
tourists and residents alike, much like those
I have used in Austin, Texas and Miami,
Florida. It is time for a reasonable risk to
make this happen, and we hope everyone
will “get on board” to make this a reality.
What’s next for the core area – Boise
Cascade may be it!!! Needless to say, we
worked very diligently to keep the jobs in
Salem, and I am sad that their business
decision was to close the plant, but pleased
that the Boise container operation on
Madronna Ave. will continue to operate.   
Fortunately, the Urban Land Institute
study that was completed last year will
facilitate redevelopment by a private
developer, and reduce the possibility of a
long-term vacant building on 13 acres of
valuable waterfront property.  
The Salem Audubon Society is interested
in building a Nature Center on the property
that would include not only interpretive
information on birds and wildlife, but
other historical information about the
waterfront.
The 310 acres Boise Cascade owns that is
part of Minto Island is still under negotiation
for City access for a trail and bridge across
to Riverfront Park, tying together three
major urban parks totaling 1,300 acres.
How about a Salem Marathon?
The whole project has had outstanding

of interest and the need for letter writing,
contacting your legislator, or testifying
before legislative committees. If you would
like to be included on this email distribution
list, please contact me at rsutton@sglaw.
com. On the federal level, another great
resource to check out is the website for the
National Coalition to Protect Family Leave
(www.fixfmla.org).
Randy Sutton is a partner with the SAALFELD
GRIGGS PC law firm in Salem Oregon. 250
Church Street SE, Salem Oregon 97301. This
article should not be considered legal advice.
Randy focuses his practice on representing
management in employment and business
litigation. 503-399-1070, rsutton@sglaw.com,
www.sglaw.com.

assistance from the Governor’s Economic
Revitalization Team, which includes the
Directors of eight major departments. They
have helped with identifying problems
and finding solutions on environmental,
transportation, and other issues.
Speaking of bridges – one of my favorite
projects is the Union Street Railroad Bridge.
With the $1 million dollar ODOT grant,
which is funded with federal dollars, we can
now complete phase one and open this to
the public in 2008 connecting Riverfront
Park to Wallace Marine Park. In the event
of an auto bridge closure, the RR bridge will
have a surface that allows fire and police
vehicles to cross into West Salem.
In other areas of town, a major renovation
was completed at Lancaster Mall with the
addition of Regal Cinema’s 11 screen theater
complex, and Westgate Shopping Center
on Wallace Road has been redeveloped
with anchor tenant, Walgreens Pharmacy,
plus the completed expansion of the Roth’s
Shopping Center complex. Commercial
Street south of Kuebler, continues to
offer new retail options, with a proposal
for additional stores and a medical clinic
on 28 acres on Kuebler Road near the I-5
interchange.                
Urban Renewal is an important tool for
cities to stimulate private investment in
blighted areas. By purchasing parcels in
disadvantaged neighborhoods and cleaning
up environmental problems, the Agency can
attract private investment that transforms
neighborhoods.
Over the last four years it has been our
focus to put the many parcels the city owned
for several years into uses that would be a
catalyst for neighborhoods. It has been a
long, challenging process, but we are making
progress, and Broadway and Market Street
may be our poster child.
At the former Eagles site, Dave Glennie
and Telos Development will be building
30 market rate townhouses, light retail
and offices, and a new three screen Salem
Cinema beginning later this year. Across

Continued on page 20
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the street, he is already under construction
on the new YWCA, 55 affordable housing
units, and retail. Across the street, Salem
Alliance Church is fund raising for their
five story office building with retail and a
400 seat auditorium. Wow!!! Talk about a
mixed use center – this will be it.
On Portland Road at the old Goodwill
property, Hollywood LLC is purchasing
part of the site to build 42 housing units
along with a 15,000 square foot commercial
building. The balance of the site will be
separated off for the City to construct a new
Salem Senior Center to break ground by late
Summer.
The sale of the city owned existing Senior
Center to the adjacent medical clinic will
facilitate their major expansion, thereby
retaining this important amenity in the
northeast part of Salem.
Nearby at the State Fair and Expo
grounds, with dynamic leadership from
Dave Kollermeier, is the plan for redesign of
the grounds and the addition of more events
during the 50 weeks the fair is not operating.
The recent wrestling championships filled
hotels and restaurants throughout the city in
support of local jobs and hotel/motel taxes.
Dave – we are here to help make more of
these events a mutual success!!!
Other private investors have noticed these
large scale redevelopment projects in the
Portland Rd. area, and there are now three
property transactions about to close that
will bring new retail options. This is what
urban renewal is all about.  
But maybe the most significant project
off Portland Road is the Salvation Army
Kroc Community Center. This facility
is going forward with plans for a major
aquatic facility, gymnasium, art and crafts,
soccer, and other activities. The $56
million dollar grant – split between capital
and endowment, requires that we raise an
additional $8 million from the community.
Fundraising is underway and will continue
at full speed the next 30 days so that ground
breaking can occur this Fall. We have
been so fortunate to have an outstanding
Executive Committee under the leadership
of Gerry Frank.
Fund raising is a challenge. In addition to
the YWCA, the YMCA, the Kroc Center, the
Boys and Girls Club, Family Building Blocks,
Salem Alliance Church, and United Way,
there are many others looking for financial
support from the community. We are not
a wealthy area, and we don’t have the large
corporate headquarters like many cities, but
these are very worthy projects – they are all
important to Salem, and we need all of them
to be successful.
If there was ever a time to dig deep, this
is it!!!! It reminds me of 50 years ago when
leaders of this City accomplished so much
that remains important to our quality of life
today. It is time again to capture these rare
opportunities.
Continuing to encourage redevelopment
projects is necessary to bring people
back into living in our core area. We are
experiencing 2% growth citywide, moderate
compared to the 1990’s, but the reality is
that most of our growth is occurring in West
and South Salem. These are the last areas
that have major tracts of land inside the
Urban Growth Boundary for new housing,
and for the retail and commercial to service
these residents.   
As we grow, we are becoming a more diverse
community going from 6% minority in 2000
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to 22% minority today. Our city hiring
practices encourage the representation of
minorities to reflect our demographics.
The impact is most evident in our schools,
which have gone from 17% minority
students in 1996 to 40% today, and nearly
half of the new students speak no English.
We are fortunate to have our new SalemKeizer School Superintendent, Sandy Husk,
who has had experience in successfully
dealing with these challenges to ensure that
all students receive a good education.
The city and school district are partnering
on a long-term strategy to be certain school
facilities are located where the growth is
occurring.   The City of Salem master plans
for water, sewer, storm water, streets, and
parks, are some of the best in the Nation.
Last November Salem voters approved 67
annexations totaling 815 acres with a value
of $27 million dollars. They understood
that these master plans allow our city to
grow efficiently within our Urban Growth
Boundary and that the availability of
land can keep our housing prices more
affordable.
Referring annexations to the voters is very
expensive with staff time, notices that must
be mailed, and election fees. Is it time to
ask the voters if they want to only vote on
large parcels? I am sure we could find some
other very productive uses for the dollars
not spent on annexing small parcels.
But concerns about growth involve more
than land and infrastructure, it is the fear
of losing that sense of neighborhood, or a
place that has a special “feel” to it. Many
neighborhoods have volunteers that dedicate
time and energy to hold concerts in their
parks, massive cleanup and other activities.
But it is time for more support from the City
to further reduce crime, solve the lack of
sidewalks, especially where children walk to
school, take a fresh look at our land use, and
deal with traffic calming.
To meet requests for more dedicated open
space, we completed the first phase of Geer
Community Park on State and Hawthorne
by using the SDC’s paid by homebuilders,
and we are building three smaller parks in
other areas of the city.
As we implement solutions, we will build
stronger neighborhoods and a stronger city.
I would like to take a moment to thank those
who serve on Neighborhood Association
Boards and those who are members of our
many Advisory Boards and Commissions.
We appreciate your input and opinions
as we deal with the tremendous variety of
issues in our growing city. One consistent
theme we hear is focused on our street
system and sidewalks.
But, the largest issue is the third auto bridge
across the Willamette River. This $200
million dollar project is closer to construction
today than it has been in the last 40 years.
The completion of the environmental study
will bring us a preferred location in 2008.
The next steps involve obtaining funding for
the design, engineering, and construction.
It will require steady lobbying at the federal
level by the entire region with an optimistic
goal of construction to begin in seven to 10
years. To increase the capacity of the existing
bridges, this summer we will expand the off
ramps to double lanes.
Salem has not passed a street bond measure
since 1995. Gas tax revenues continue to
decline, and are impacted by the rise in
asphalt prices like the 40% experienced
last year. Although we plan to refer a street
bond measure to the voters in November of
2008, there are some smaller actions that

can be done in the meantime.
The widening of Kuebler Blvd. is at the top
of our list to serve this developing area of
Salem. Through Congresswoman Darlene
Hooley’s efforts we received a $1.5 million
dollar federal grant as a match to our
system development charges and exactions
paid by developers. This important arterial
connecting to the I-5 interchange will most
likely contain some retail and commercial,
and serve not only the existing housing, but
also the 3,000 housing units proposed in
the area. The plan is to begin construction
in late 2008, widening to 5 lanes from I-5 to
past Commercial, with a new traffic signal
at 27th.
To help traffic flow in other areas without
undertaking major improvements, certain
intersections have been identified that
would benefit from a turn lane or traffic
signal, and short second lanes for stacking
of cars side by side. We are also encouraging
Public Works to partner with the private
sector as development occurs to leverage
the developer required street improvements
with City planned improvements. Do the
job now instead of tearing up the new streets
in four or five years to put in traffic signals
or turn lanes.   
These and other interim measures will
take some of the pressure off, but more
needs to be done in the near future. We
cannot continue to just build more and
bigger roads, and we need to accept that
mass transit of some type can be a benefit
when we are a larger city.   Although the
transit system has not been able to make
major expansions, as our city grows and the
density of development occurs, there needs
to be community support to expand transit
where it is practical.
I have left the #1 Council Goal for my last
major topic – Public Safety. This includes
fire, police and 911 service.
It is the number one responsibility of a
City to make it a safe place to work and live.
But we can’t afford a Police Officer for each
corner, so it is crucial that we all become
involved. In the last year the Neighborhood
Watch program has grown from 1,900
homes to over 5,000 homes through strong
community outreach. Areas with strong
neighborhood watch programs are 98%
less likely to have burglaries. Adding in the
increased efforts of our graffiti abatement
program, and our neighborhoods look, and
are, much safer.
Over the last two and a half years we have
added 14 additional police officers - four
of which were dedicated to closing drug
houses. The Drug Activity Response Team
responded to 704 drug house complaints
and continues to be one of the most effective
drug investigation teams in the region. The
result has been a steady decline in crime
and the closing of meth houses where this
deadly drug drives major property crime.
Our support continues for No Meth – Not in
My Neighborhood, and we have established
a group to address the homelessness often
created by drug use.
But, as we continue to add officers, we also
need to provide administrative support,
especially as the photo red light system is
activated. Record keeping is crucial for an
efficient operation, and the more the officers
are on the street instead of behind the desk
doing paperwork, the better use of these
highly trained professionals.          
I also strongly support the establishment
of a permanent city police presence in areas
of the community that experience more
than the average crime rate. It has been

proven in other cities that this can result in a
profound reduction in crime. It also fosters
relationships of trust between police and
neighbors. But, this expansion of our crime
fighting will involve financial investment by
the community.     
As a long-term businessperson, I know that
you have to invest in new equipment and
people to achieve your goals. Our goal is to
have 1.5 police officers per 1,000 residents,
adequate support staff, and the relocation
of the department into the community.
How do we pay for achieving these goals?
The revenue for cities is primarily property
taxes, which are barely sufficient for
maintaining current services, and give little
room for capital improvements. Will our
community support a small bond measure
for community police facilities? Will we
support a five year operating levy? We
need to have this conversation with the
community – and soon.
We are so fortunate that the voters
supported our Fire Bond measure for new,
additional fire stations, and the purchase of
new equipment to replace aging fire trucks.
When added to our decision to contract
with Rural Metro to handle our ambulance
service, our Fire Department is positioned
to handle emergencies within our Salem
city limits with highly trained full-time
personnel and dependable equipment.
I doubt there is a city anywhere as special
as Salem. Volunteerism is strong, and
the willingness of diverse groups to work
together for a common goal is thriving.
It is no one person, no one organization,
but rather the collective effort of all that is
making our city so vibrant and attractive.
We need to get the word out on the amazing
positive changes that are occurring.
Why should we care if others know
where we are and what a great city we are
becoming? Because it makes a difference
when a physician is deciding if he wants
to move to Salem and join Salem Hospital,
it makes a difference to the professor
being recruited by our area colleges. And,
it sure makes a difference on whether or
not a company will choose us for those
higher wage jobs. Their employees want
an interesting place to live and raise their
families. Art, culture, entertainment, good
jobs, housing choices, and great schools are
what attract the skilled workforce, and keep
our own children and grandchildren from
moving away. I am meeting more and more
new residents who grew up in Salem, moved
away, and are now back because they love
the changes that are occurring.
In closing, I know I have used the words
“reasonable risk” often. There is no gain in
life if you don’t reach out and take some risk
– whether it is choosing your spouse, taking
a new job, investing money, or in the case of
a City – taking a chance on new directions.   
As we continue to grow and make some
of these changes, we need to protect those
things that make us special like our history,
our environment, our housing choices, our
beauty, and our diversity.
We have all it takes to be a great city - right
here – right now. We can “fly high” in 2007
and for many years beyond if we continue
the partnerships we have in place and
support each other as we take those risks.
Thank you for letting me share my
observations and my optimism, and most of
all, thank you for the opportunity to serve
our community as Mayor.                  
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My Favorite Ice Cream Family
Have you ever had a future business owner
scooping up your marshmallow sundae with
chocolate ice cream and “the works” on top?
I have. And here’s their story.
Sarah Callaway was born in Salem on May
26, 1974 to Bob and Linda Callaway.
Father, Bob, is a former Microflect
president and ODOT engineering manager.
Mother, Linda retired from nursing in 1997.
Sarah has a younger sister who works as an
executive assistant in administration at PSU.
Boys & Girls...Continued from page 

Jason Caldwell, David Swanson, David
Garcia, Orvan Miller, Rahfiq Parker, Ashley
Haines, Betty Bieler.
These club members were named as 2006
Youth of the Year award winners: Michelle
Wingfield, Knudson Branch, Jason Rogers,
Swegle Branch, Alyssa Ibarra, Keizer Branch,
Alexis Gallegos, Eastwood Branch, Jason
Rogers was selected as the Boys & Girls Club
of Salem, Marion and Polk Counties Youth
of the Year and will represent Salem in the
State Competition in April.
Jim Clark was named Coach of the Year
for his help with the football programs over
the past twenty-one years. Zack Ramon
received the Sportsmanship Award for
outstanding sportsmanship in Boys and
Girls Club Athletic Programs.
Boys & Girls Club Members of the Year
were honored as well. They include: Daniel
Garcia, Maria Ibarra, Jarret Mangini,
Makenna Mangini, Michael McGowan,
Claudia Valle, Jahaziel Ramirez, Heidi Perez,
Alisandra Hernandez and Christian Storey.
Junior Youth of the Year were named as
well: William Prado, Viviana Beltran, Storm
Belgard and Asael Ramirez.
The Boys & Girls Club of Salem, Marion and
Polk Counties provides positive, guidanceoriented activities to over 13,500 youth in
grades 1-12 at four youth centers, outreach
sites and community athletic leagues. The
daily and varied activities at Boys & Girls
Club youth centers are designed to build
self-esteem among youth by providing
opportunities for success.
More information is available at 503-5817383. Check out our website: www.bgcsalem.org.

Sarah graduated from Sprague High in
1991 and from Willamette University in
1995 with a BS in art and a minor in biology.
What a perfect education for an Ice cream
store owner. But back to the ice cream
connection.
Fourteen-year-old
Sprague
student,
Callaway, started working at BaskinRobbins (B&R) on South Commercial
part-time during the school year and full
time during the summers. She worked for
long-time owner and probably familiar
name to many, Jere Ward (my wife, Donna
(Prodzinski), worked for him, too). Little did
he know she’d take over his empire about 13
years later? Who knew?
As a long time customer of that Commercial
St SE Baskin-Robbins, I’m here to testify
that Sarah was there scooping ice cream for
me and my family every single time I went
in (which was at least once a week). It was as
if she never took any time off or maybe she
had a clone working there too. That’s how I
first got to know her years ago. All I had to
say to Sarah was, “the usual, please”.
Jere wanted to retire at about the time
Sarah graduated from Willamette. Not
thinking she could but just to cover his
bases, he asked Sarah if she’d be interested
in buying the franchise. After checking out a
loan at Cascade Bank and a little help from
mom and dad (who deferred payments for
five years), she said, “why, yes I would”.
So June 13, 2001, Sarah Callaway
purchased the Baskin-Robbins 31 Flavors
ice cream store at 3810 Commercial St SE in
Salem, the shopping mall owned at the time
by Conrad (he also of master gardener fame)
and Muriel Stieber. Talk about working your
way up. She was 27 years old.
Fast forward to August 3, 2002. Sarah
meets Clinton (Clint) Lederer (How do wives
remember these things?), a welder. He had
grown up in Jefferson but later graduated
from South Salem High School in 1994.
Clint, that’s what we’ll call him, like many
of us when we were young, had moved
around a bit searching for the right lifetime

At Large: Bill Isabell
job. He’d worked at McDonalds, Hollywood
Video and even moved briefly to South
Dakota to enjoy a short time working with
a friend at a Dairy Queen. Clint also spent
some time in a convent at Marylhurst
University, south of Portland. Not as a nun,
mind you, but as a maintenance man/refuse
engineer. He’d also worked for Benchmade
Knives near Wilsonville and TYCO in Dallas
for several years before being laid off.
Sarah and Clint became formally engaged
in March of 2003. While waiting to
exchange vows in the fall of 2003, Clint,
who had learned welding at Chemeketa
CC and was building recreation trailers at
Forest River, gave up the career of welding
metal for a career of wielding metal (an ice
cream scoop…clever, huh). The way I see it,
like Sarah’s art education to ice cream store
owner, it’s another natural transition. Clint
liked the welding part but hated the hours
and the dirt and grime that went along with
that kind of work. Ah, the more manageable
messy character of ice cream.
Clint’s new career fed his enjoyment
of interacting with people on a regular
basis, including the management of the
employees.
March 21, 2004. The ice cream queen and
the former welder got married and are now
working, happily, together, surrounded by
ice cream.
Sarah loves her work but isn’t all work.
She does have a few hobbies which include
some with art (she didn’t get a BS in art for
nothing). She does sculptures, print making
and the like. But she loves working at the
store the most, and for her, working there
doesn’t really feel like work (they did take
a week off for their honeymoon and they’ve
been camping a few times).
Clint loves the B & R too but also has
hobbies. They include camping, fishing,

Sarah & Clint Lederer with son, William outside their B&R store.

hunting (she says he never gets anything),
gold panning near Sweet Home and building
computers (he’s built all of theirs).
Sarah Lederer maintains a strong
connection to her family. She has a tradition
of doing lunch each Wednesday with her
grandpa, mom and a couple of aunts and
uncles. The group usually numbers about
eight people and they rotate among several
locations, Gerry Frank’s Konditorai, Spoons,
Rock’n Rogers and La Hacienda.
July 2, 2006. William (love that name)
Grant (I’m from Grants Pass) Lederer was
born. What a lucky little guy … born into a
family in the ice cream business. How good
is that?
Sarah and Clint, for the most part, hire high
school students and occasionally students
from Chemeketa. Most of her hires are from
Sprague and South Salem High Schools.
They look for kids who are honest and can
be responsible around gallons and gallons
of ice cream (they allow them to sample,
once, any flavor that they haven’t tasted
so that they can communicate opinions to
the customers) and who also have the right
attitude for this kind of customer service
work.
Alpenrose Dairy controls certain franchise
issues for Sarah and Clinton Lederer’s
Baskin-Robbins stores. As with other B & R’s
in the area, they handle the lease, approve of
locations and supply the ice cream.
So what’s in store for our ice cream
family?
Besides training William to resist eating
all the profits as he realizes what he has easy
access to, their goal is pretty modest – to
pay off all borrowed money within the next
three years. I don’t know about you, but I’m
going to do my part to help them meet that
goal. But what a daunting task. My family
and all my friends, both of them, have
agreed to help me in this challenge. And if
it’s not too much trouble, I’d like to ask for
your help too.
So there you have it. A family firmly rooted
in ice cream. Isn’t that what America’s all
about? How cool is that?
So, if you’re willing to help me with my
committment, I’ll see you there at Sarah,
Clint and William’s Baskin-Robbins store
at 3810 Commercial St SE in Salem. In my
opinion and experience, it’s the only ice
cream store in town. Who knows? You, like
me, might get your ice cream served to you
by a future Salem business owner.
Bill Isabell is chief meteorologist for KBZY
Radio, 1490am and owns an Allstate Insurance
Agency at 735 Browning Ave SE, Suite 120, in
Salem, Oregon
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Never Own Your Home Outright
This column originally appeared in the
Salem Business Journal March 2006

Last year, Home Depot sold several
hundred thousand drills to people who
didn’t want them. What these people wanted
was a hole in the wall, but to get one, they
first had to buy a drill.
The same is true for your mortgage. You
didn’t want that, either. What you did want
was a house—but to get a house, you first
had to obtain a mortgage. If you’re like
most folks, you hate your mortgage, and
you’d love to get rid of it as soon as possible.
You consider every monthly payment you
make to be a waste of money, and you know
that over 30 years, you’ll spend more on
interest on the loan than you paid to buy
the house in the first place. That’s why you
put down as much money as possible—to
keep the mortgage as small as possible.
You also chose a 15-year loan—to get the
loan paid off in half the time, compared to
a conventional 30-year mortgage—and you
make extra payments whenever possible
to further accelerate the payoff. In fact,
you might even have signed up for one of
those new biweekly loan programs, which
have you make half the payment every two
weeks instead of a single, full payment once
a month. You do all these things because
your parents taught you that mortgages
were expensive and dangerous, and the key
to achieving financial success was to own
your home outright.
Although their advice was once correct, it
is now completely wrong. All wrong.
A big, 30-year mortgage is the best thing
you can have. You should get as big a loan as
possible, and never pay it off. Forget about
15-year loans, never make extra payments,

Mortgage Views: David Chandler
and forget about those biweekly mortgage
payment plans.
Before you dismiss all this as craziness,
read on—because I am about to save you (and
make you) incredible amounts of money.
First, understand that everything you
know about mortgages—and particular
what you fear about them—was told to by
your parents and grandparents. They told
you that mortgages are dangerous; that
having one means you can lose your home.
They told you this because they remember
the Depression, when millions of Americans
lost their homes. But by learning why your
elders were correct to pay off their mortgage,
you’ll come to understand why you’ll be
right to keep yours.
The story begins with federal law. In the
1920s and 1930s, banks were permitted to
cancel mortgage loans at any time. During
the Depression—when banks ran out of cash
and needed more—that’s exactly what they
did: Bicycling messengers throughout the
nation delivered telegrams informing home
owners that they had 120 days to pay off
their mortgage—or face foreclosure. The
result: Millions of Americans lost their
homes, and the lesson—that you must own
your home without a mortgage to make sure
you’ll never lose it—was burned into the
American psyche.
What you and your parents have failed to
realize, though, is that Congress has changed
the rules. Now The New Rules of Money
are in place. This means banks no longer
are permitted to cancel mortgage loans
prematurely. If you have a mortgage, you have

no risk that the bank will make you pay off the
loan any quicker than is demanded by your
regular payment schedule. Therefore, carrying
a mortgage is not the risky tactic it once was.
Fine, you say. So the bank can’t call the
loan. That doesn’t mean carrying a big, long
mortgage is a good idea.
No, but what it does mean is that mortgages
are not as scary as you thought they were.
Is your apprehension over mortgages
weakening? Well, hey, I’m just getting started.
You say you don’t want a mortgage because
it costs you so much money. That’s why you
send in extra cash every month—to get the
loan paid off more quickly. You know that
paying off the mortgage early will save you a
ton of money in interest charges.
Although that is correct, you will need to
turn that coin over, because there’s another
side you have completely overlooked. It’s a
critical point, too: Every time you send an
extra $100 to your mortgage company, you
deny yourself the opportunity to invest that
$100 elsewhere.
In business school, this is called
opportunity cost. It means, essentially, that
every time you turn left, you deny yourself
the opportunity to turn right. So while
paying off the mortgage saves you interest,
you deny yourself the chance to earn interest
with that money. And with mortgage rates
so low, it is relatively easy today to earn
more from an investment than what the
loan is costing you.
Think about it. Your mortgage is probably
costing you 7% or less. Over the next 30
years, can you earn (on average) at least that

much from investments? Absolutely: Even
long-term government bonds pay nearly that
amount, and stocks have been averaging
more than 10% since 1926. Although “past
performance is no indication of future
success,” these long-term performance
records do provide some comfort that at least
it’s been done before. I don’t know about
you, but I’m happy to pay 7% out of my left
pocket if I can earn 10% in my right pocket.
In fact, keeping that mortgage allows you
to earn money two ways: First, you get to
invest the money that you otherwise would
have spent on extra mortgage payments.
Second, your home will grow in value even if
you have a mortgage. Think about it. Your
home’s value will rise or fall whether there’s
a mortgage or not. Therefore, owning your
home outright is like having money buried
under the mattress: None of that cash, in
effect, is earning any interest. You wouldn’t
stuff ten grand under your mattress, so why
stash two hundred thousand into the walls
of the house?
David Chandler is the Branch Manager of the
Salem office of Countrywide Home Loans, a
national leader in residential finance. The office
is located at 3882 Center St. NE and home loan
experts are available to assist customers with
a full array of mortgage financing options at
503-588-3250. Additional information about
the company’s products and services is also
available online at www.countrywide.com.
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Salem Chamber of Commerce
April 2007 Calendar

$99 Introductory
Flight Lesson at
Graham Aviation

Let Yourself Fly...

503-581-4139

Information as of press time. Check the Chamber’s website for any changes.

Week of April 2 – 6

Week of April 9 – 13

MONDAY 2
Chamber Business Women
Room A, 11:45am

MONDAY 9
Forum Luncheon Series
Topic: Health Care Reform
Speaker: Former Governor John Kitzhaber
Sponsored by: Saalfeld Griggs PC
Salem Conference Center
200 Commercial St. SE, 11:45am

Leadership Salem Ready, Set Go! Team
Room C, 1pm
TUESDAY 3
Chamber Business Women
Alessandro’s
120 Commercial St NE, 11:45am
WEDNESDAY 4
Chamber Business Women
Blue Pepper Gallery, Framing & Internet
Café
241 Commercial St. NE, 6:45am
THURSDAY 5
Governmental Affairs
Topic: Salem-Keizer School Board
Candidates
Speakers: Steve Chambers, Zone 2; Krina
Lemons, Zone 4; Chuck Lee, Zone 6
Rooms A & B, 7am
Member Orientation
Rooms A & B, Noon

TUESDAY 10
Executive Team Meeting
Room C, 7am
Build Your Business Seminar
“How to Maximize Your Trade Show
Promotions”
Continental Breakfast: 7:30am
Program: 8 -10am
Rooms A & B
Cost: $10 (free to Show-Biz exhibitors)
RSVP: 503.581.1466 x 301 by March 30th
FRIDAY 13
Greeters Networking
Miss Marion Polk
At Scottish Rite Masonic Center
4090 Commercial St. SE, 8:30am

Chamber Business Women
Blue Pepper Gallery, Framing & Internet
Café
241 Commercial St. NE, 6:45am
THURSDAY 19
Build Your Business Seminar
Featuring Pat McGaughey
“Turning Your Leads Into Sales”
Continental breakfast: 8am
Program: 8:30-11:30am
Reed Opera House
189 Liberty St. NE
Reservations online at salemchamber.org
Or call 503-581-1466

Governmental Affairs Roundtable
Discussion
Rooms A & B, Noon

MONDAY 16
Chamber Business Women
Room A, 11:45am

Week of April 23 – 27

TUESDAY 17
Leadership Salem
“Community Resources Day”
Rooms A & B, 7am

MONDAY 23
Past Presidents Lunch
Room B, 11:30am

FRIDAY 27
Greeters Networking
SELCO Community Credit Union
At Northern Lights Theatre Pub
3893 Commercial St SE, 8:30am
Greeter’s Advisory Team Meeting
Room B, 11am
Week of April 30 – May 4
TUESDAY 1
Chamber Business Women
Alessandro’s
120 Commercial St NE, 11:45am
WEDNESDAY 2
Chamber Business Women
Blue Pepper Gallery, Framing & Internet
Café
241 Commercial St. NE, 6:45am
THURSDAY 3
Governmental Affairs Forum
Room B, 7am
FRIDAY 4
Greeters Networking
Willamette Humane Society
4246 Turner Rd SE, 8:30am

503.391.9191

1420 17th St. NE, Salem

$10.00 off any a 60 minute
Massage

$15.00 off any a 90 minute

50% Off

Essential Haircut with purchase of any
Organic Coloring Service

Massage

503.391.9191

WEDNESDAY 25
Leadership Youth
“Education in Action”
Rooms A & B, 7:45am

WEDNESDAY 18
Board of Directors Meeting
Rooms A & B, 6:45am

FRIDAY 20
Greeters Networking
Nehemiah Ranch for Youth
7625 Sunnyside Rd. SE, 8:30am

Week of April 16 – 20

FRIDAY 6
Greeters Networking
Oregon Department of Public Safety
4190 Aumsville Hwy SE
8:30am

Chamber Business Women
Alessandro’s
120 Commercial St NE, 11:45am

expires 4/30/07

503.391.9191

expires 4/30/07

50% Off

Essential Facial with purchase
of any Spa Body Treatment
Save up to $30

503.391.9191

expires 4/30/07
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What’s important is you.

725 Commercial Street
SE Salem, Oregon

(503) 585-0100

WEST SALEM CLASSIC
WITH VIEWS!

3 br, 3 ba, 3428sf with high vaulted wood beam
ceilings, tile counters, large island in kitchen,
Viking range and stainless appls. Hardwood ﬂoors,
jetted tub, central vac, security system and built-in
bookcases. Lots of storage, tankless water system,
3 ﬁreplaces, private yard, new hot tub, full-length
patio. $399,900 (574154)

Galen
Olson

Zach
Fisher

Chet
Graham

Jordan
Archuletta

4/3.5, 2990sf top of the line Silverton home.
$529,559

John L. Scott Salem’s
New Construction Marketing “Crew”

110911

We put the pieces together!

Buyers to Homes.
Builders to Buyers.
Developers to Builders.
From start to finish the Crew will work for you!
Call now and put us to the test.
503-585-0100 Office

4/3, 3127sf top of the line Silverton home.
$529,559

This office is independently owned and operated.

LOOKING FOR A CAREER CHANGE? Have you considered a career in real estate? Pre-license training now available for $500.
We provide the tools and support to get your business started. Call Cecily Parks at John L. Scott Salem at 503-585-0100.

